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In order to ascertain the validity and applicability of psychological theories, models, and
measurements, it is important to examine their generalizability across different assessment
situations. In this thesis, I examine how the application of measures outside of their initial
domain may cause complications. This is applied to two fields where such considerations
of generalizations may be especially beneficial: machine learning models and cross-cultural
comparisons. Paper I explored whether text-based machine learning models of personality with
a broad set of predictors, or models based on a set of more constrained but more psychologically
meaningful predictors, better predicted personality in one of two text domains. The former
models provided equal or superior prediction in the same domain in which it was trained
compared to the latter models, but equally poor or poorer prediction in the other domain.
Paper II reexamined the results of an article that, like the cross-cultural studies re-examined
in Paper III, found that over time and across states in the U.S., higher gender equality was
associated with larger gender differentiation, here in names given to children. Re-analyses
showed that there was no such systematic association across time, and that the differentiation
across states was confounded with a more strongly associated cultural/language predictor. Paper
III re-examined multiple studies that have assessed that association across countries. Here, it
was shown that cultural differences, as indicated by cultural regions, other measures such as
individualism, and data quality indicators, better explained the variation in differences across
countries. When controlling for cultural/language regions, the association with gender equality
disappeared or, sometimes, reversed. These results indicate the degree to which different cultural
factors are interrelated, and suggests the need for complementary methods. In conclusion, this
thesis exemplifies the importance of considering how models and measures may interact with
and generalize across situations. This is true whether it supports greater generality or situational
specificity of different psychological measures.
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Introduction 

Psychology often aims to describe universal patterns of human behavior, yet 
is perhaps just as often limited to particular populations or operationalizations 
in its empirical examinations (e.g., Henrich et al., 2010a; Yarkoni, 2022). Fol-
lowing the Replication Crisis, there has been an increased recognition of the 
need to examine the reliability of statistical results and the validity of their 
associated theories, beyond the initial inquiry (e.g., Shrout & Rodgers, 2018).  

This thesis deals with one perhaps less examined aspect of psychological 
results: the degree to which they are generalizable. That is to say, when psy-
chological theories or constructs are generalized outside of the domain of their 
initial conception, how do they hold up to this change in scenery. The entirety 
of this question is beyond the scope of this thesis; the common thread through-
out, however, is to advocate for the importance of considering the complexity 
of the surrounding context when interpreting results.  

More specifically, the papers contained in this thesis all start out with some 
model of human behavior informed by a particular context. Then it is exam-
ined how the application of those models to other contexts raises additional 
challenges. Paper I deals with machine learning methods for predicting per-
sonality. Studies in this field have sometimes made quite strong assertions re-
garding the applicability of- and theoretical contribution provided by such 
models. In this paper, we examine models’ generalizability, and discuss ways 
in which a greater consideration of the context may help the field to fulfill 
these aspirations.  

Papers II-III then deal with generalizability across cultural contexts when 
measures and models of human behavior developed in the West are applied to 
other cultures. In these papers, we examine how a bias towards a Western 
perspective may cause complications when comparisons are made between 
populations. More specifically, it deals with the measurement of gender dif-
ferences, and the way this can be influenced by cultural differences.  

Before presenting these papers, however, we require some background in-
formation regarding psychological constructs and their measurements, and ac-
companying challenges when trying to generalize results across contexts. We 
start by discussing how psychological constructs are conceptualized, and 
some challenges that exist with capturing the causality often construed in such 
constructs. Here, it is argued that these challenges require researchers to con-
sider how predictions from their theories and accompanying conceptualization 
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of psychological constructs hold up under differing contexts, and that a limited 
consideration of such contexts may lead to theories to appear more general 
than what has been established. Next, we turn to some additional measurement 
challenges that may make it difficult to parse different conceptualizations of 
psychological constructs from each other, and that may cause results to be-
come more situationally dependent.  

With this introduction to the challenges with separating different psycho-
logical explanations for results from each other, we next turn to the importance 
of examining generalizability as a way of overcoming these challenges. Here, 
it is discussed how the varying of situations and assessment methods may give 
further proof of validity of psychological explanations for certain results, be-
yond how replicability establishes the reliability of those results.  

We subsequently turn to one particular way in which psychological results 
may not have been sufficiently examined for generalizability: the degree to 
which they are culturally specific to (amongst other things) a Western context. 
An insufficient consideration of this Western cultural specificity may have 
particular problems when psychological theories are applied in other cultures, 
and when results on Western measures are compared across cultures.  

Finally, we apply and develop these ideas when discussing two main areas 
considered in this thesis: machine learning models of personality, and the ex-
amination of psychological gender differences across different populations. 

Psychological Constructs 
Psychology is ripe with constructs meant to capture some predictable pattern 
in human thoughts, feelings, and behaviors: personality traits, general intelli-
gence, conformity, motivation, reasoning, attachment, et cetera. Definitions 
of psychological constructs abound (see e.g., Slaney, 2017, p.3-4), but one 
classical definition of constructs is as “some postulated attribute of people, 
assumed to be reflected in test performance” (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, 
p.283). To clarify the special status of hypothetical constructs, MacCor-
quodale and Meehl (1948) further define that they “involve the supposition of 
entities or processes not among the observed” (p.106-7). Thus, constructs typ-
ically do not just refer to the observable phenomena (e.g., “answers on items 
1-24 correlate positively”), but function as a theoretical and explanatory 
model for those phenomena (e.g., “one broad underlying extraversion factor 
causes the commonality between items 1-24”).  

This illustrates constructs’ close connection to psychological theories. The-
ories function to explain observed phenomena, and constructs are the hypo-
thetical entities or processes referenced to within such theories to help with 
that explanation. A person is argued to act a certain way because they are “ex-
traverted”, they get high scores on an IQ test because they are “intelligent”, 
they work hard because they are “motivated”, and so on. But this also means 
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that such constructs contain something beyond what is observed (and, con-
versely, they also focus on some aspects of what is observed, while leaving 
other things aside). 

Thus, a psychological construct, like a psychological theory, cannot be 
fully validated from just one type of measurement (e g., Campbell & Fiske, 
1959). Constructs are concerned with describing the, in themselves, unobserv-
able psychological characteristics of people. Thus, no measurement is a direct 
one-to-one reflection of the construct. In this separation between constructs 
and its indicators, other factors can come into play. Similarly, as the full extent 
of the construct is not captured by any one indicator, varying constructs may 
explain any finite number of assessed indicators. Thus, psychological con-
structs entail a continual examination of the predictions derived from the con-
ceptions of those constructs, to provide further proof of their validity. Concur-
rently, different explanations for the same phenomena need to be entertained. 
In conducting such examinations, however, there are several measurement 
challenges which may limit researchers’ ability to discern between different 
theories and construct conceptualizations. We turn to discuss some such chal-
lenges in the next section. 

Challenges with Assessing Causality 
Psychological theories tend to be causal in nature. Indeed, as previously dis-
cussed, psychological constructs are posited as an explanation of behavior, 
and then often as a causal explanation. Depending on the construct examined, 
however, measuring the effects of that construct in a way which allows for 
causal conclusions may be problematic. If the understanding of personality, 
for example, is as a biological and highly stable characteristic of people that 
causes behavior (see McCrae & Costa, 2008), then it is naturally difficult to 
do an experimental manipulation on it to examine whether peoples’ behavior 
changes as predicted. Instead, one way in which the “primacy” of personality 
traits is examined is by establishing their reliability across time (e.g., Rantanen 
et al., 2007). If the underlying tendency towards different personality traits 
cannot change, then this provides some support that they are a cause, rather 
than an effect of behavioral differences between individuals. However, this 
does not as directly support the hypothesized causal nature of personality traits 
as would an experimental manipulation, and thus does not conclusively sup-
port the exogenous “biological entity” perspective compared to other ones. A 
competing perspective is of personality and abilities as emergent properties 
(see e.g. Baumert et al., 2017; Borsboom et al., 2003; Cramer et al., 2012; van 
der Maas et al., 2006, Schmittmann et al., 2013). Further, as some variation in 
the trait is typically allowed, it becomes difficult to delineate when a causal 
effect from the personality trait to individual behaviors is falsified in favor of, 
for example, a causal effect from individual behaviors to the personality trait. 
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This latter case is the direction predicted by emergent perspectives, where per-
sonality traits act as summaries of the logical interdependencies between re-
lated behaviors, thoughts, and feelings. 

Consequently, many examinations of personality, and of psychological 
constructs more broadly, rely on correlational data. Such correlations from 
cross-sectional data, as is often repeated, can establish association, but not fi-
nally account for causation. This both because of the problem with establish-
ing a causal direction, as discussed above, but also because the correlation 
between two variables need not reflect a causal relationship between those 
variables at all. Other unexamined variables may instead affect both of the 
examined variables, and thus drive the correlation. Had the construct been 
possible to manipulate (unequivocally), then the question of causality could 
be addressed (although, causality in the other direction could still exist as 
well). With correlations, it may be possible to derive at more or less plausible 
causal models, for example, in mediation analysis (e.g., MacKinnon et al., 
2007), by examining the strength of association between different variables. 
However, this may require a thorough examination of different variables to 
exclude other effects, and, even then, if there is error in variables, this may 
confound results (see next section). 

These points will, in some form or another, be relevant for all papers in this 
thesis. In Paper I, the issue is that when constructing machine learning models, 
the causal relationship between variables is typically poorly understood. In-
stead, the strongest and most reliably correlated variables are identified and 
used to construct the best-fitting model in the examined situation. However, 
even if variables (or combinations of variables) are strongly correlated in a 
situation, there is no guarantee that they are closely associated in a causal 
sense, or that they generalize reliably across situations. In Paper II, and espe-
cially Paper III, the “correlation does not equal causation” dictum, may be 
even more central. These papers reply to a causal hypothesis; that increased 
gender equality leads to increased psychological and behavioral gender differ-
ences (see Schmitt et al., 2008; see also e.g., Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019). 
However, this hypothesis rests, to a large part, on correlations across countries 
(an exception is the article responded to in Paper II). Such correlations appear 
especially vulnerable to confounding factors that may exist between cultures. 

Reliability, Validity, and Challenges Capturing Error 
The concepts of reliability and validity, used within psychology to delineate 
how different sources of error affect results, is similar to those of variance and 
bias within machine learning and statistics (e.g. James et al., 2013, Ch. 2.2.2; 
although validity can also be seen as a broader concept than bias). A common 
way to illustrate the importance of reliability/variance and validity/bias of 
measurements is with a metaphorical archery target. Ideally, to capture the 
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intended psychological construct, one should hit a bullseye with each shot. 
For this, however, both high reliability and validity is needed. With lowered 
reliability, which is typically understood as non-systematic, or random, meas-
urement error, shots get increasingly varied around the target. With lowered 
validity, there is increasing bias in the shots, so that they no longer appear to 
target the bullseye (see e.g. McCrae et al., 2011 for a discussion of reliability 
and validity in relation to personality assessments). To exemplify with the 
personality trait of Extraversion, if no item of an Extraversion test measures it 
perfectly, but the error in items cancel out in the test as a whole, then reliability 
is not perfect, but there are no validity-problems. This is what is assumed 
when factor-analysis is applied to personality tests (see e.g., Russell, 2002). 
Should there be some systematic deviation, though, say if items meant to cap-
ture Extraversion also tend to capture the separate personality trait Agreeable-
ness, then the test has validity problems. 

Validity issues have previously been brushed upon in connection to con-
founding factors and the challenges of assessing causality. Here, we will there-
fore focus on some challenges with reliability, as well as challenges with 
measuring and controlling for random and systematic error. In self-assessment 
scales, reliability is typically assessed with Cronbach’s alpha, which is a meas-
ure of scale items’ consistency (Cronbach, 1951). Consistency can be ex-
pected to deteriorate for several sorts of data quality reasons, and is therefore 
useful to consider. For example, if some items do not work as intended, or if 
people consider items less carefully, then their consistency may be expected 
to decrease. However, Cronbach’s alpha, and other measures of reliability, are 
not universal measures of data quality (see e.g. Schmidt et al., 2003; Sijtsma, 
2009), and several other ways of controlling for or assessing data quality exists 
(see e.g., Curran, 2016). 

The use of Cronbach’s alpha stems from the classical test theory under-
standing of response error as error added independently to the variable of in-
terest – that is, error which decreases reliability but not validity. When this 
holds true, repeated measurements can be averaged to provide an unbiased 
measurement of the underlying variable, with lower error than a singular as-
sessment. This is for example reflected in how Cronbach’s alpha increases 
with the number of items if the covariation between items otherwise remains 
the same (see e.g. Streiner, 2003). Over time, a more complex consideration 
of error has materialized, however. This is for example illustrated by the 
changing understanding of how careless responding can enter into survey data 
and affect results. An overview of these issues is presented by Curran (2016). 
Careless responding is more difficult to control for than pure independent ran-
dom error, as the “method of carelessness” that is employed may lead to those 
careless responses manifesting in different ways – that is, they may cause dif-
ferent types of bias as well as random error. Thus, any single measure of prob-
lematic data can at best only identify a subset of such responses (e.g. Meade 
& Craig, 2012). For this reason, Curran (2016) identify several indices of data 
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quality that may be used in tandem to identify different subsets of careless 
responses. 

When it comes to Cronbach’s alpha, for example, this will be a less direct 
predictor of careless responses if those responders can remain consistent be-
tween scale items even for spurious reasons. Assume, for instance, that par-
ticipants randomly pick a response option for the first item in a scale, and then 
recognize that later items measure similar things, and therefore provide similar 
answers. The easier it is to remain consistent for such spurious reasons, the 
more consistent will even careless responses that do not measure the trait of 
interest be, and the less Cronbach’s alpha will be affected. The tendency to 
remain consistent may depend both on how easy it is to recognize that differ-
ent items measure roughly similar things, as well as how motivated responder 
are to appear to answer thoughtfully. Thus, Cronbach’s alpha and other 
measures, may only be indirect measures of how data quality decreases. In the 
Supplementary Information of Paper III, this is illustrated with a simulation 
where careless responses increase to high levels, although Cronbach’s alpha 
does not drop much, as there remains careful responders who help it remain 
high. This model also illustrates one way in which poor responses can affect 
results: by attenuating the measured difference between groups (see e.g. Al-
win & Krosnick, 1991; Curran, 2016; see also Loken & Gelman, 2017), which 
drops much more in these simulations. In Paper III, we use Cronbach’s alpha 
as our main indicator of data quality, as this is the measure available for all 
self-assessment studies we re-examine. As it can be expected to covary with 
different types of data quality aspects, it is an interesting measure to examine. 
However, as already mentioned, it will not be capable of capturing all types 
of data quality, and, simultaneously, although it may covary with different 
types, more direct measures might be possible if one can identify the reason 
for some specific differences in data quality variation. 

The issue that poor measurements and/or poor responses can cause the 
magnitude of measured group (and individual) differences to diminish as re-
sponse quality deteriorates, also causes problems when estimates between dif-
ferent variables are compared. For instance, this would happen if two inde-
pendent variables compete in predicting a dependent variable within a multi-
ple regression model. The more strongly correlated variable then tend to win 
out over the other if they otherwise explain similar parts of the variation in the 
dependent variable. Commonly then, the winning variable is treated as the 
better predictor of the dependent variable. If a causal interpretation is added, 
it may also be seen as the most directly associated of the variables, and in 
some cases, as the true (or at least truer) cause of the dependent variable. Fur-
ther, if both variables have independent contributions for the prediction of the 
dependent variable, the constructs they are meant to measure are also assumed 
to have independent contribution. However, for these conclusions to hold, the 
variables should also be measured with a similar level of precision (see e.g., 
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Berggren, 2020). If they are not, then that imprecision may artificially attenu-
ate the association to different degrees, possibly making it so that a weaker 
associated but more precisely measured variable gets favored over a more 
strongly associated but less precisely measured variable. Similar problems 
arise, for example, with restriction of range in variables (e.g., Sackett et al., 
2007), and the commonly described independent additive error-in-variable is-
sue (e.g., Carroll et al., 2006). 

For the papers in this thesis, these factors are first of relevance for the ma-
chine learning methods in Paper I. Here, the best predictive model of a per-
sonality trait should depend on the particular population and situation under 
which the prediction is conducted. This is first because different situations 
may vary in the degree to which they are conducive for different behaviors 
(which function as the predictors). However, it will also be affected by varia-
tions in measurement-quality across populations and situations, as the situa-
tion may make different behaviors more or less difficult to measure. As an 
example, measuring indicators of peoples’ tendency towards Conscientious-
ness, that is how motivated, industrious, and organized one is (e.g., McCrae 
& Costa, 2008), may be harder during a job-interview than during normal 
working hours. This may be because everyone tries to appear more Conscien-
tious during a job-interview, leading to a restriction of range in the behaviors. 
This tendency may also cause the behaviors to depend on other factors than it 
would during normal working hours. Here, for example, such factors may in-
clude how socially adept a person is, or how desperate they are for the job. 
Additionally, because the assessment takes place during a shorter period of 
time, any measurement will be restricted to a coarser measurement than would 
be, for example, a measurement over normal working hours. All in all, then, 
there are many reasons why personality traits and other psychological con-
structs may be differentially predicted in different situations, for conceptual 
as well as measurement reasons. In Paper I, we examine how personality is 
predicted from text in two different situations, online messages, and personal 
essay. As discussed in relation to the results of that paper, the personal essays 
may have been more conducive for finding personality patterns. In addition, 
we consider how different types of models may vary across situations to a 
greater or lesser degree as a result of how variables, and the training method 
of the models, may be differentially affected by such situational factors. Spe-
cifically, we examine how differences in the degree of model complexity may 
yield predictions that are more or less specific to a certain situation, predicting 
that higher dimensional models may be particularly conducive for finding pre-
dictions that work well in one situation, but may not necessarily generalize 
across situations. Here, we examine whether a broad set of such predictors, or 
a (more) constrained set of more psychologically meaningful, and therefore 
perhaps more centrally and generally important, predictors yield stronger pre-
dictors both when the model is applied on the same situation in which it was 
trained, as well as when the situation changes. 
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Measurement challenges are also highly relevant for Paper III. Here, we 
reassess previously found variation in gender differences between different 
countries (first observed by Costa et al., 2001). If response/data quality differs 
between those countries, then this may thus be one important factor for those 
differences. These reassessments may indicate that data quality differs be-
tween countries in a way which may produce (some) differences. However, a 
complete accounting for those data quality differences between countries will 
be beyond the scope of this paper, due to the various ways in which such poor 
data quality may manifest itself. Future studies may assess data quality in 
greater detail. 

Method Summary 
Methodological issues may cloud interpretations of results and lead to incor-
rect conclusions. Thus, it is important to consider such methodological con-
founds when interpreting results, and to further corroborate one’s findings 
with new designs that may avoid such issues, or at least controls for them. 
Controlling for methodological confounds may be difficult, however, as it 
may be difficult to identify error in responses and the most appropriate model. 
Such methodological factors may also lead to the same problem repeating it-
self in direct replications, meaning that further similar examinations will not 
come to terms with these issues. For this reason, in the next section, we discuss 
the importance of examining the generalizability of psychological theories and 
results. 

Generalizability and Replicability 
The Replication Crisis in psychological science (and more broadly throughout 
the sciences) is the recognition that many classical psychological results can-
not be replicated reliably (see e.g., Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Loken 
& Gelman, 2017; Shrout & Rodgers, 2018). One explanation for this crisis is 
the use of questionable research practices. This involves researcher’s degrees 
of freedom (Simmons et al., 2011), that is: flexibility in data collection and 
analysis which increases the likelihood of finding spuriously significant ef-
fects (see also Gelman & Loken, 2013 for discussion on how this can be a 
problem even when there are no conscious such efforts from the side of re-
searchers). Examples include whether to collect or not collect additional ob-
servations after seeing results, and choices between which variables to analyze 
or to control or not control for. With the recognition of a Replication Crisis, 
there has been a push to improve the way psychological science is conducted, 
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with several suggested areas of improvement both for when the science is con-
ducted, as well as for the systematic evaluation, peer-review, and establish-
ment of the reliability of results through replication (Asendorpf et al., 2013). 

Yet, it has also been noted that replication of results, although an important 
part of science, is not enough to ascertain the validity of researchers’ hypoth-
eses (e.g., Yarkoni, 2022; see also Asendorpf et al., 2013). Results may indeed 
be highly replicable, while providing very little information to support one 
theory over another. Worse, they may provide a highly biased or one-note 
picture of the relationship between variables specific to the particular exami-
nation method employed (see e.g., Yarkoni, 2022). Thus, the generalizability 
of psychological theories and models over different types of assessment meth-
ods and with different populations and situations also needs to be examined. 
This type of examination is sometimes called conceptual replication (e.g., 
Fabrigar & Wegener, 2016, p.68), in which case what we simply call replica-
tion is termed “direct replication”.  

The danger when the support for a certain theory relies heavily on a spe-
cific assessment method is that the predictions from that theory may not hold 
when other types of assessments are employed (for example, as discussed in 
relation to Paper III, results across countries may not replicate as predicted 
across time). This is always problematic, but perhaps especially so when the 
results were already found before the introduction of the hypothesis. The rea-
son for this danger has to do with what we touched upon regarding psycho-
logical constructs and measurements: several different psychological (or non-
psychological) explanations may explain the same type of results. Thus, when 
am explanation is given to results already established, this may be more indic-
ative of the possibility of formulating an engaging explanation, rather than the 
predictive power of that explanation. This is the important distinction between 
exploratory and confirmatory hypothesis testing (see e.g., Nilsen et al., 2020; 
Nosek et al., 2018; Simmons et al., 2011) – exploratory testing being con-
ducted without strong predictions from any one theory, while confirmatory 
testing is conducted to examine whether well-established predictions from one 
or more theories hold up to scrutiny.  

Even if results are found through confirmatory testing, however, this may 
not be enough if multiple competing accounts can explain the same phenom-
enon. That is, if the method meant to test one’s hypothesis is conducted so the 
predicted results could also come about due to other competing hypotheses. 
Then the test becomes unable to support one theory over the other. To provide 
more robust proof that one’s results depend on one’s theory, it has therefore 
been argued that one should conduct what has been called severe tests (see 
e.g., Mayo, 1991), or tests general enough that they correspond to the varying 
situations under which the theory is supposed to hold true (Yarkoni, 2022). 
That is to say: it is not enough to test any prediction from one’s hypothesis 
against a competing null-hypothesis which does not predict an effect in that 
direction, and consider it supported if one gets results unusual enough under 
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the null-hypothesis (the standard null hypothesis significance testing proce-
dure; see e.g., Gigerenzer, 2004). Instead, researchers also need to consider 
the results to expect under other competing hypotheses, and find tests specific 
(severe) enough that a result in the predicted direction under their hypothesis 
would not also happen under other hypotheses. This could perhaps be done by 
specific enough singular tests; however, it may be difficult to completely sep-
arate competing explanations in any one test. Thus, examining the generaliza-
bility of one’s explanation, by continuously testing new predictions from 
one’s theory, may be the more approachable way. The severe tests are then 
the sum of the tests from those varying predictions (we may consider this a 
more temporally drawn-out alternative to the random-effects models favored 
by Yarkoni, 2022). Generalizability thus becomes one way to further test the 
robustness of researcher’s results, and provide more specific proof for certain 
theories over others. 

From the above discussions, one way in which generalizability provides 
additional proof of concept over that of replicability is thus that it provides 
stronger proof that the reason for the results has to do with one’s hypothesis, 
compared to other explanations. Thus, generalizability works by providing 
further support for the validity of one’s theories for the observed results. This 
is beyond how replicability establishes the reliability of results. Such replica-
tion-reliability is necessary to establish that there even is some statistical pat-
tern worthy of consideration. However, once this has been done, examining 
generalizability provides additional crucial proof of concept. Thus, replicabil-
ity alone is not enough to establish the validity of one’s theories. This point 
will be of importance in Paper II-III, which respond to a highly replicated re-
sult, which, however, has been replicated in methodologically limited ways 
which do not directly correspond to the causal predictions that it relies on. 

In addition to providing proof for the validity of certain theories over oth-
ers, generalizability also naturally examines how valid one’s predictions are 
in different situations. That is, replicability, once again, may show that one’s 
predictions hold in a certain situation, but generalizability examines how far 
those predictions hold. This is also of importance to the machine learning 
models of personality examined in Paper I. Examining the generalizability of 
such models should provide researchers with an improved understanding of 
the generality or specificity of different predictors of personality. In addition, 
it shows how influential different situational factors are for the variables that 
come out as important predictors for personality. Therefore, it may also pro-
vide information about how and how much different expressions of personal-
ity vary between situations. 
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A Cultural Bias in Psychology? 
One particular way in which the generalizability of psychological results ap-
pears to have been underexamined is in considering their possible cultural 
specificity. To see how culture may influence results, consider the following 
statement similar to one Conscientiousness item in the NEO-PI-R Five Factor 
instrument (Costa & McCrae, 1992): “I do not care that much about civil du-
ties such as voting”. This item will carry quite different meanings in a country 
with free democratic elections and high trust in its institutions, versus one 
without democratic elections, or with high corruption and mistrust in the sys-
tem. The identification of voting as a civil duty that a high-Conscientiousness 
person is likely to agree with seems to presuppose the former, or at least to be 
more relevant an indicator of individual differences in Conscientiousness in 
such a country. Variation in how relevant items are for people in different 
countries, including in subtler ways than the example above, may thus com-
plicate cross-cultural comparisons. Indeed, personality items appear to show 
lowered validity or different factor structures as one moves outside of the West 
(e.g., Laajaj et al., 2019; Saucier & Goldberg, 2001). 

The general tendency in psychology to have a specific cultural bias in its 
methods and assessments has been called the WEIRD-bias (Henrich et al., 
2010a). This draws attention to the fact that psychological assessments are 
commonly done with a Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Demo-
cratic point of reference (Henrich et al., 2010a; Henrich et al., 2010b). The 
WEIRD acronym is further meant to indicate that this is a very specific cul-
tural context that may not be representative of other populations.  

From the previous discussions, we see that there may be issues when 
measures developed within the Western context are used in cross-cultural re-
search, as those measures may have been constructed in accordance with cul-
tural conceptions from the West (i.e., have a WEIRD-bias) – as was the case 
with the voting question, for example. The issues that may arise when Western 
measures are applied cross-culturally can take multiple forms. First, even if 
Conscientiousness exists to the same degree in all cultures, the inclusion of 
questions with a WEIRD-bias, such as the voting-question, means the scale 
will be a more valid measurement of Conscientiousness in WEIRD popula-
tions, and will thus be more capable of capturing individual differences that 
has to do with that trait in those populations. Suppose, for example, that every 
other item works perfectly across cultures and has the same differences be-
tween two groups everywhere. Then, the cross-cultural variation in group dif-
ferences in Conscientiousness will be entirely driven by the validity issue with 
that item – smaller differences between groups should then tend to be found 
where the item works less well as a measurement of the trait of interest. With 
decreasing validity in further items, such influences will get even stronger, 
and may cancel out effects in other directions on items that perhaps work bet-
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ter across cultures. Thus, such methodological biases may favor the assess-
ment of individual and group differences in WEIRD-populations, while miss-
ing other differences that may exist in non-WEIRD-populations. 

Beyond such issues with the content of questions, the particular assessment 
method may also influence the validity of results in different countries. One 
relevant result is that Westerners appear to have a more individualist (com-
pared to collectivist) views of the self, compared to people in other cultures 
(see e.g., Henrich et al., 2010b). Although this has primarily been assessed 
with a limited number of non-Western countries, primarily Japan, China, and 
South Korea, so the pattern across countries may be more complicated than 
simply categorizing the West from the non-West. Such a perception may make 
self-assessments in terms of personality characteristics (compared to e.g., so-
cial roles) more central for how people view themselves (see discussion in 
Costa et al., 2001). Thus, even if the content of measures is appropriate in all 
cultures, the way in which this content is measured may cause a bias towards 
Western cultures. Suppose, for example, that there is an increasing tendency 
for women to behave conscientiously in all cultures compared to men (the 
direction found in Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019). However, if people in less 
individualist countries do not explain this with reference to individual person-
ality characteristics to the same degree, but rather for example in terms of their 
social roles, then the personality trait assessment will be less valid a measure 
of such conscientious tendencies there.  

Additionally, individualist attitudes may be associated with an increased 
tendency to stand out (see Henrich et al., 2010b), indicated by how partici-
pants in Western countries appear more likely to answer with the more ex-
treme response options in the scale compared to more collectivist cultures. 
That Asian countries had smaller variation in scores (which suggests answer-
ing with middle options) compared to Western countries, was for example 
found by McCrae (2002) and Schmitt et al. (2008). More extreme responses 
may increase the measured differences found between individual and groups. 
However, this would then be due to response styles as a function of such in-
dividualist tendencies, or tendencies to stand out, rather than other factors. 

This issue with how validity problems may confound assessments at dif-
ferent levels may also be considered in relation to variation due to situations 
rather than a variation specifically due to cultures. These factors thus also re-
late to Paper I. When models are applied in one context, they may take into 
account the specifics of that situation to build the best model with the data 
available there, similarly to how measures developed in the West may be con-
structed and refined over time to work as best as possible within that cultural 
context. However, this does not mean that those measures or models will nec-
essarily generalize to other contexts. In fact, if culturally- or situation-specific 
factors are central for constructing the best model/measure in that culture or 
situation, then this can be expected to worsen the behavior of that model/meas-
ure when applied in new contexts. 
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Summary and Applications 
We have now gone through some challenges when trying to measure psycho-
logical constructs, that may limit models’ generalizability, as well as the abil-
ity to compare results across contexts. Next, we turn some more detailed ap-
plications of these ideas relevant for the papers in this thesis. Two such appli-
cations are considered: machine learning methods and their adaption/vulnera-
bility to a specific context, and the possible cultural biases of the gender-
equality paradox. 

Machine Learning Models of Personality 
Here, we consider the importance of examining the generalizability of psy-
chological models. Primarily, this will be applied to machine learning models, 
as used in Paper I, which considers such models for predicting personality. 
However, to the degree that a personality test can be considered a model of a 
certain personality trait developed in a specific context, it will also be of rele-
vance when considering how such models generalize across cultural contexts, 
as considered primarily in Paper III. 

Machine Learning Basics 
Machine learning as a field is concerned with the training of statistical models 
to yield the best possible predictions. The difference to the broader field of 
statistics, if a difference exists, lies in their focus. Statistics as a field is often 
more focused on inference, such as hypothesis testing of theoretically derived 
and fitted statistical models, while machine learning, as noted, has as a pri-
mary focus to achieve maximal prediction, using general-purpose learning 
methods for extracting patterns in complex data (e.g., Bzdok et al., 2018).  

When the goal is inference, researchers may be more constrained in the 
models they fit, as they are then based on theoretical considerations for which 
variables to include or not, and how they should be modelled more generally, 
to derive interpretable models for future theorizing. When the goal is to max-
imize prediction, however, such constraints may be more of a hindrance than 
as asset. Within machine learning, the goal of maximizing prediction is thus 
often accomplished with methods capable of capturing general patterns with 
multiple predictors, such as k-nearest neighbors, decision trees, and deep neu-
ral networks (see e.g., James et al., 2013, for detailed explanations of the con-
cepts in this paragraph, although the details are not necessary to understand 
the concepts in this thesis). Such increased flexibility may risk overfitting to 
data, however. Thus, within machine learning, cross-validation is conducted 
to yield models with good predictive accuracy for new data. This means that 
a random subset of the data is put aside for each training-round. Different 
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models are then trained on the remaining data, after which their accuracy is 
checked on the data put aside. This may be repeated until all data has been set 
aside once, after which the accuracy is averaged across all hold-out samples. 
Which of the models that then has best such accuracy affects which model is 
kept as the final model (or for another round of cross-validation).  

When cross-validation is conducted, this allows the tuning of hyper-pa-
rameters. As an example, k-nearest neighbors is a statistical model that pre-
dicts an outcome of a new observation with the average outcome from the k 
observations in the model closest to the new observation on a set of predictors 
(according to some measure of closeness). The value k (the hyper-parameter) 
has then been decided by the cross-validation in the model training stage, by 
minimizing the prediction error of the model when applied to new data. If, for 
example, k = 3 resulted in the best accuracy on new observations in the train-
ing stage, then the three closest observations are used in the model. See Figure 
1 for an illustration of how model complexity tends to affect model error (see 
also e.g., James et al., 2013). The same general procedure can be used for 
deciding whether to include a predictor, or which method to use for prediction 
(e.g., k-nearest neighbor, decision trees etc.). At the final stage, accuracy of 
the final model can be assessed with a test sample that has been randomly set 
aside before the cross-validation procedure.  

Thus, the focus in machine learning is on ensuring the best accuracy for 
new observations. This has been characterized as it being concerned with find-
ing “generalizable predictive patterns” by, for example, Bzdok et al. (2018, 
p.233). However, by the terminology used in this thesis (and in psychology 
more broadly), their focus is on replicability, not generalizability. Indeed, the 
cross-validation procedure used in the training stage is perhaps the purest ex-
ample of a replication: the sample is randomly split into one training and one 
test part (which should therefore function as two random samples from the 
same population), and the model, created in the training sample, is replicated 
and assessed in the test sample. This should thus maximize prediction for new 
observations from the same population and in the same situation in which the 
model was trained. However, this does not automatically mean the model will 
generalize well. In the next sections, we will therefore consider some aspects 
of model building (in machine learning and more generally) that may influ-
ence the degree of generalizability of such models. 
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Figure 1: An illustration of how model error tends to depend on model complexity for 
a specific sample size and population (in machine learning and statistical modelling 
more broadly). Total error can be decomposed into bias (sometimes written bias2), 
which captures systematic deviations between model and outcome (i.e., systematic 
error), and which tends to decrease with increasing model complexity. Additionally, 
there is variance, which captures non-systematic deviations (i.e., random error), and 
which tends to increase with model complexity (within machine learning, variance 
further tends to be decomposed into non-reducible error and [reducible] variance). 
The goal of cross-validation is to find the model with lowest total error in predicting 
new observations, which will mean finding a balance between bias and variance. 

Model Misspecification 
When statistical models are employed, such as exploratory factor analysis for 
identifying personality traits (e.g., Johnson & Wichern, 2013), the best-fitting 
model is found assuming that the model setup is correct. Consequently, if 
those assumptions are incorrect in some significant way, even models that rep-
licate well across assessments may capture the psychological construct poorly, 
and lead to improper conclusions. As noted in the previous section, machine 
learning attempts to guard against this by using general-purpose models that 
can capture complex relationships. In machine learning terms, this means 
models with low bias but perhaps higher variance (James et al., 2013). How-
ever, complexities with model building can still lower the validity (increase 
the bias) of such models. 

One general challenge in model specification comes from not including a 
more direct predictor in the model. Less direct predictors may compete about 
predictions, and win out in different situations, although the more direct pre-
dictor would tend win out more generally and thus increase the robustness of 
the model. This can make models that have a high number of predictors, but 
lower theoretical grounding for those predictors, less robust (this idea will be 
examined in Paper I). Machine learning often include many predictors (see 
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e.g., Stachl et al., 2020; Youyou et al., 2015), so this may be a particular chal-
lenge to the generalizability of such models. 

Another model specification issue may be challenging for any model of 
personality. Machine learning models that predict personality (and simpler 
prediction models) will set it up so the personality trait is treated as if it was 
dependent on the measured behavioral predictors (see e.g., Stachl et al., 2020; 
Youyou et al., 2015). However, from a biological entity perspective on per-
sonality, the behaviors depend upon the personality trait, not the other way 
around (McCrae & Costa, 2008). Even from an emergent perspective on per-
sonality (see e.g., Baumert et al., 2017; Cramer et al., 2012; see also van der 
Maas et a., 2006 for an application to intelligence), the personality trait is typ-
ically identified with the interrelated network between general (self-reported) 
personality tendencies, as such tendencies are typically what is assessed in 
personality questionnaires. However, when assessed with behaviors, only spe-
cific instances are used as predictors. A long enough measurement can perhaps 
average into predictors close enough to such overall tendencies, but barring 
that, the theoretical model would better fit the other way around: overall 
tendencies (which together make up the personality network, see e.g., Cramer 
et al., 2012) is what causes specific instances of behaviors. Consequently, as 
the personality modelling gets more involved, such misspecifications may 
limit the models’ robustness, as it may not obey an enduring causal structure. 

Another simpler but perhaps quite common model misspecification issue 
is to not include a relevant predictor that covaries with another included pre-
dictor. When that other predictor is not included, the one that is included may 
have either a stronger or weaker association with the dependent variable than 
it would otherwise. If both are positively associated with the dependent vari-
able, and are themselves positively correlated, then the apparent association 
will be strengthened. This can factor into any correlational assessment, but is 
perhaps especially problematic in cross-cultural assessments where multiple 
cultural differences may covary. In gender equality paradox studies, as dis-
cussed in Paper II-III, this becomes a possible problem when cultural factors 
other than gender equality are not controlled for, such as the strength of gender 
stereotypes (see e.g., Breda et al. 2020; Miller et al., 2015). It also becomes 
an issue for machine learning methods when some relevant variables are not 
measured, say because they are harder to capture in a specific environment. 
This may in turn lead to other important measured predictors that interact with 
such predictors to not be included. 

Model Complexity and Model Robustness 
On the flip-side of model specification issues having to do with including too 
few relevant covariates and/or an incorrect model specification, large and flex-
ible enough models may have their own issues. First, because they may be 
difficult to interpret, and thus provide less immediate understanding of the 
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examined relationship that can then be used for further theorizing. This is the 
balancing between prediction and explanation important for any modelling 
(see e.g., Mõttus et al., 2020), including machine learning. More complicated 
models, such as neural networks trained on a massive set of predictors (e.g., 
Read et al., 2019), may provide superior prediction for any specific population 
and situation. Conversely, however, simpler models, such as linear regression 
using theoretically motivated predictors, may provide a more understandable 
model that may aid the goal of explanation. 

As previously noted, increasingly complex models may also have too high 
variance (see Figure 1), leading to a deterioration in predictive power for new 
observations, as they become too affected by particulars of the training dataset 
(James et al., 2013). Such ideas about model complexity can further be asso-
ciated with theories and results within cognitive psychology about the opti-
mality of heuristics under high uncertainty (e.g., Gigerenzer & Brighton, 
2009; Gigerenzer & Gaissmaster, 2011; Juslin et al., 2009). Such perspectives 
state that, when there is noise in the environment, that noise can limit how 
good predictions people can make from taking into account the full range of 
information, and when utilizing perhaps more accurate, but more complicated 
models. Instead, “heuristics”, or simplified prediction rules, which have a bias 
in what information they take into account, and/or how that information is 
weighted, can perform better overall. Even though that bias may cause them 
to break down in unusual but systematic situations. Consider the minimum 
error model in Figure 1 from before, which has some level of bias and vari-
ance. Optimal heuristics, then, are those which accept some amount of bias 
for a larger reduction in variance compared to a higher-variance lower-biased 
complex model. 

When it comes to machine learning models, these ideas mean that the op-
timal model will find a balance between bias and variance when model com-
plexity is decided. Thus, the most complicated model will be unlikely to win 
out. With an increasing number of observations, however, an increasingly 
complicated model may be found to be the most predictive when new obser-
vations from the same population and situation is sampled, as the predictions 
become more accurate (i.e., variance decreases). However, while such models 
may win out in predictions under direct replication, this is not guaranteed 
when the population or situation changes. This follows from several of the 
ideas we have discussed: If the model does not capture the causal structure, 
and does not include the most central predictors, then a model trained to have 
maximal prediction for a specific situation may be highly sensitive to particu-
larities of that situation, and will break down when something in that situation 
changes. The balancing of bias and variance might illuminate this issue. As 
the situation changes, the bias of the model may increase, as the model was 
trained to predict in a specific situation that no longer holds true. However, 
variance will not decrease, as it still depends on the variation of the model in 
the situation when it was trained. This shows that total error can be expected 
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to increase with changing situations. However, it does not directly state 
whether a more or less complex model may hold up better. If the simpler 
model only includes predictors that hold in the situation on which it was 
trained, it will not generalize better than a more complex model that also in-
cludes predictors which hold between situations.  

This illustrates the importance of theory when selecting predictors. If the-
oretical considerations can provide a guide to predictors that can be expected 
to hold up better across situations – and if that theory holds true – then a model 
trained on such predictors specifically may hold better across situations. This 
is examined in Paper I (here we select more psychologically meaningful pre-
dictors, but do not employ any more involved theory). That is to say, when 
models are constructed either for maximal prediction for a certain population 
and in a certain situation, or based on simpler models with more theoretically 
selected predictors, how well do those varying types of models then general-
ize. From the previous discussion, it seems a more involved predictive model 
would be more sensitive to the particulars of the situation the model is trained 
in. It should be noted, however, that this is neither an advantage nor disad-
vantage of such a model. Indeed, being capable of picking up predictors which 
only function in one situation, and increasing in predictive power in that situ-
ation, may be seen as a great advantage of more complex machine learning 
models. However, it does mean it is of interest to examine the degree to which 
different models are generalizable, to provide a greater understanding of the 
examined construct and its associated predictors for future examinations. 

Limits and Opportunities of Machine Learning Models 
In conclusion, machine learning models seem tailored to excel at the goal of 
prediction: trying to capture the studied concept as closely as possible, and 
maximizing the accuracy of predictions (for the studied population/situation). 
However, they may not be as suited for the goal of explanation: that is, iden-
tifying the causal underpinning and relationships between the studied concepts 
(that may generalize more readily across situations). Thus, it may be more 
difficult to build up theories of such psychological mechanisms from machine 
learning studies, especially from more complex and “black box” models. For 
this, inferential and less complex, but more theoretically meaningful tests and 
models of psychological constructs or mechanisms may remain of higher po-
tential. As the building of theory about constructs and mechanisms is a pri-
mary goal of psychology, this type of modelling is thus likely to remain highly 
central. With this type of testing, it is possible to specify the model or function 
as completely as the theory specifies, which results can then be compared 
with. It is then also possible to construct models that take further dependencies 
into account, rather than merely predicting the final outcome as strongly as 
possible. It is, for example, possible to include mediating or moderating vari-
ables that may test potentially important causal pathways of interest to the 
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researcher. As a simple example of a theoretical model, it might be predicted 
that the willingness to pay for a lottery increases linearly with the expected 
payoff of that lottery, weighted by some unknown constants. The way that 
data compares with that model may then be fairly simply assessed, which al-
lows an evaluation of whether the proposed mechanism fits peoples’ behavior 
accurately or not. With more flexible modeling, as typically employed in ma-
chine learning, that flexibility may allow the same or similar patterns to be 
captured, and provide similar (or better) accuracy, but it may not as directly 
provide information about the functional relationship between the variables, 
and therefore, as discussed, be less informative for explaining the behavior.  

With the goal of explanation, however, machine learning models may still 
function as a complement to such testing. Although it may be difficult to parse 
the importance of different predictors in the more complex of these models 
(e.g., neural networks), it is, for example, possible to restrict the predictors, 
yet use such more complex models to examine how high accuracy that can be 
achieved from different subsets of predictors. This should provide information 
about more or less important predictors that can then be used for future theo-
rizing. Similarly, cross-validation and other machine learning techniques can 
be employed with simpler models, but with a greater range of predictors, that 
may then be examined for the strongest-, and more or less generalizable pre-
dictors across situations. The results of machine learning models may also be 
compared to those of more theoretically derived models. If machine learning 
models have significantly greater accuracy in a situation than the theoretical 
model, then this indicates that there may be something that model is missing, 
which may provide a cause for further examination. In conclusion then, while 
machine learning models may be less immediately tailored for the goal of ex-
planation, their use in conjunction with classical methods may help further 
such goals as well. 

Cross-Cultural Assessments of Psychological Gender 
Differences 
The cross-cultural result that will be examined is the so-called gender-equality 
paradox: that countries with higher gender equality (as measured by e.g., equal 
pay, equal access to education etc.), have shown larger gender differences on 
several psychological scales. Gender differences have primarily been assessed 
with self-assessment measures (e.g., Falk & Hermle, 2018; Lee & Ashton, 
2020; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2008; Schwartz & Rubel-
Lifschitz, 2009), but also some other outcomes such as propensity for studying 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM; Stoet & Geary, 
2018), and playing chess (Vishkin, 2022).  
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Theoretical Background 
The above results are considered paradoxical in relation to the prediction that 
gender differences could be expected to decrease as societies become more 
egalitarian and allow the same opportunities for men and women. A related 
prediction from social role theory is that “variations in ecological, economic, 
and technological factors that influence the roles of men and women in society 
also should influence psychological sex differences relevant to those roles” 
(Wood & Eagly, 2012, p.93). As roles get more similar, so are related psycho-
logical gender differences expected to decrease. Thus, from this perspective, 
gender differences should decrease to the degree that increasing (e.g., political 
and economic) gender equality leads to greater role similarity. 

Conversely, it has been argued from an evolutionary perspective that as 
societies provide more opportunities for individuals to follow their prefer-
ences, innate biological differences between groups, such as men and women, 
will materialize more easily (e.g., Schmitt et al., 2008). Consequently, from 
this perspective, larger gender differences in more gender equal countries (that 
also tend to be higher in development level, wealth, democracy etc.), are be-
lieved to be the truest revelation of such differences, with a prediction that 
differences will continue to increase with greater such liberties. Gender equal-
ity has then been forwarded as one possible cause for such increasing differ-
ences, as it has been argued to similarly provide people with greater oppor-
tunity and liberty to express their innate gender-specific preferences. Several 
studies have been conducted informed by this hypothesis, and have often be-
come highly cited (e.g., Schmitt et al., 2008; see also similar arguments in 
Falk & Hermle, 2018; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Stoet & Geary, 2018). 
For example, in Schmitt et al. (2008), it is argued that “sex differences in per-
sonality are vulnerable to restraining environmental pressures. As a society 
becomes more prosperous and more egalitarian, innate dispositional differ-
ences between men and women have more space to develop and the gap that 
exists between men and women in their personality traits becomes wider” 
(p.179). In Falk and Hermle (2018) it is hypothesized that “gender differences 
in preferences should manifest themselves only if both women and men obtain 
sufficient access to these resources to independently develop and express their 
intrinsic preferences” (p.1). Similarly, Schwartz and Rubel-Lifschitz (2009) 
argue that “increased gender equality should also permit both sexes to pursue 
more freely the values they inherently care about more” (p.171). 

More generally, however, it can be argued that even if greater opportunities 
to follow preferences is what leads to larger differences between groups on 
related measures, this does not specify why those preferences are different 
between groups. That is, if social expectations remain different for boys and 
girls across countries, which helps shape their behavioral preferences (see e.g., 
Charles & Bradley, 2009; Wood & Eagly, 2012), then this too may lead to 
larger differences in societies where those ensuing preferences have greater 
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opportunity to be expressed. It is, for example, acknowledged by Falk and 
Hermle (2018) that their results that larger gender differences in economic 
preferences are found in more egalitarian and wealthier countries (where such 
economic preferences have greater opportunity to be expressed) are also con-
sistent with differences in social roles that continue to be expressed in such 
countries. Similarly, Charles and Bradley (2009) argue that a combination of 
remaining gender essentialist ideas, and individualistic “self-expressive value 
systems” may explain the increased gender segregation by field of study in 
Western countries, as people are influenced by such perceptions and norms 
around them when, for example, deciding on a field of study to specialize in. 

In the section on the challenges with assessing causality, it was briefly 
noted how an emergent perspective on personality traits (e.g., Cramer et al., 
2012) functions as an alternative to the biological entity perspective (e.g., 
McCrae & Costa, 2008). The biological entity perspective, which also sug-
gests the universality of basic personality traits across cultures, has tradition-
ally been the most prominent view of personality, and has been forwarded by 
central figures in the field (e.g., DeYoung, 2015; Eysenck & Prell, 1951; 
McCrae & Costa, 2008; Rothbart et al., 2000; see Mõttus, 2016 for a review). 
As an example, in describing their theory of personality, McCrae and Costa 
(2008) write that “Personality traits are a function of biology, and all human 
being share a common genome. Therefore, the structure of personality ought 
to be universal” (p.169). Supporting this view, when English instruments have 
been translated to other languages, they usually show similar factor structures 
(see McCrae & Costa, 2008 for an overview). However, lexical studies that 
construct factors from the ground up in other languages have been less con-
sistent (Saucier & Goldberg, 2001), and the personality items sometimes show 
less validity outside of the West (Laajaj et al., 2019). Although exporting 
Western measures has been most common, with a prediction of the universal-
ity of such measures, more lately, culturally specific examinations of person-
ality have been increasingly advocated (e.g., Thalmayer et al., 2022). In con-
trast to the biological entity perspective, by an emergent perspective of per-
sonality, different, for example, extraverted behaviors covary because of their 
logical interrelations. That is “liking people” means one is more likely to “en-
joy parties”, which in turn may further increase one’s liking of people (Cramer 
et al., 2012). This perspective can perhaps also be applied here in relation to 
the results on gender differences in personality across countries. In countries 
where people have greater opportunity to express (for example) different ex-
traverted behaviors, such as going to different social outings, partying, per-
forming, engaging in political or other types of debates et cetera (or conversely 
for more introverted behaviors), then differences in preferences for such be-
haviors across groups may feed into each other to a greater extent, and lead to 
increasing differences on extraversion as a whole. 

Thus, measured gender differences may differ in magnitude, and be larger 
in Western countries, both for biological and social reasons (as well as for a 
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combination of these factors, and, as argued below, perhaps also for method-
ological reasons). One area where there is notable contrast between predic-
tions, however, is for the gender equality measure. That is, if greater gender 
equality on its own unanimously led to larger differences, then the prediction 
that differences between men and women may decrease with changes in norms 
and expectations seem less credible. For this reason, we will examine to what 
degree this measure is associated with larger differences compared to some 
other relevant measures in Paper II-III. 

In contrast to the above cross-cultural results, changes over time show 
more contradictory results, and seem to better support the prediction that dif-
ferences may decrease. For example, the cross-country paradox found with 
the measures employed by Schwartz and Rubel-Lifschitz (2009), was not rep-
licated temporally by Connolly et al. (2020), who did not find a link with the 
gender equality measure over time (and found a decrease with time, albeit not 
connected to the measure). Similarly, Stoet and Geary (2018), found a larger 
gender segregation by field of study in countries higher in gender equality. 
However, this contrasts with the increasing proportion of women who have 
entered into STEM-fields in the more gender equal of these countries over 
time (this is for example illustrated in the supplementary information in Paper 
III). Further, over time, women have increasingly entered paid employment, 
and high-status jobs, and have shown associated increases in various indica-
tors of agency, and leadership, with resulting smaller gender differences in 
“culturally masculine” attributes, social behaviors and vocational interests, 
while similar changes in more culturally feminine attributes show less 
changes, explained by how men have not shown similar changes into tradi-
tionally feminine roles (see Wood & Eagly, 2012 for an overview). In Paper 
II, I also show that the difference in the names given to boys and girls is 
smaller towards the end than towards the beginning of the assessed time-pe-
riod (however, as noted in connection to this paper, this assessment method 
may have other confounds). 

In corresponding with an author of the article which Paper II comments 
upon (i.e., Vishkin et al., 2022), I was sent a list of papers argued to show the 
paradox over time. However, these assessed decreases in mental health, and 
appeared to involve other more relevant factors over time than gender equal-
ity. To illustrate this point, in Högberg et al. (2020) and Thorisdottir et al. 
(2017) adolescents showed larger gender differences in the end than in the 
beginning of their timelines (at most 24 years) on mental health measures, as 
girl’s self-reported mental health decreased over time (more-so than boy’s). 
However, their timelines both extended across 2008, the time of the worst fi-
nancial crisis since the Great Depression. Thus, their results both seem in line 
with women reporting more stress and anxiety following this crisis. In Hög-
berg et al. (2020), much of the increased difference was also connected to 
increasing school stressors over time. Additionally, these authors did not dis-
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cuss their results in relation to gender-equality, and poorer mental health ap-
pears to fit poorly with the interpretation that gender equality increases men’s 
and women’s ability to follow gender-specific preferences. 

One reason why factors other than gender equality may be more important 
for the magnitude of gender differences across countries is perhaps that, while 
the employed gender equality measures capture such things as equality in ed-
ucation and pay, they do not capture gender norms and perceptions that may 
continue to affect men and women differently in different countries (as dis-
cussed above). Indeed, gender equality, like gender differences, is multidi-
mensional. Thus, although it has, for example, been asserted that gender equal 
countries are those that most “promote girls’ and women’s engagement in 
STEM fields” in connection to the study on gender differences in propensity 
for STEM (Stoet & Geary, 2018, p.591), this is not actually captured by the 
gender equality measure. Instead, it captures such things as the ratio of female 
to male labor force participation, and female to male gross tertiary enrollment 
ratio (see Boulicault, 2020, for further discussion). Consequently, there is a 
possible validity issue with this conceptualization of the measure: it is only 
valid if countries that are more equal on the above measures also are those 
countries which most promote women’s engagement in STEM. However, as 
the examination is made cross-culturally, differences in perceptions about 
genders, as previously discussed, may also play into the results. That math-
gender stereotypes indeed appear stronger in countries with higher gender 
equality, and where there is a larger gender gap in intention to study math-
fields is supported by the results in Breda et al. (2020). Notably, such countries 
tend to be Western. A similar pattern for women’s participation in science and 
national science-gender stereotypes were found by Miller et al. (2015). This 
might be associated with particular gendered perceptions about math and sci-
ence in this region (see e.g., Gigerenzer, 2022, for a historical overview).  

As noted in Costa et al. (2001), gender stereotypes on a set of adjective 
check lists had similarly previously been found to be more (measurably) dif-
ferentiated in the Protestant West compared to in the Catholic West as well 
(Williams & Best, 1990). The authors argue this may be associated with a 
lessened status of women following the Protestant reformation. This, as 
women’s role in religious life diminished with, for example, the closing of the 
female convents, lessened role of the Virgin Mary, and as religious leaders 
advocated a separation between private and public life, with women argued to 
belong to the former. Although these results might also be associated with 
measurement factors, as discussed below. Additionally, it is possible that gen-
der roles and expectations change with increasing development and related 
factors. As an example, eating disorders have historically been most prevalent 
in the West, although over time they appear to have increased in other coun-
tries as well, such as in Asia. This has primarily been explained by an increas-
ing exposing to Western body ideals, although, other factors, such as changes 
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in lifestyles and changing stressors have also been implicated (see Pike & 
Dunne, 2015, for a discussion). 

Thus, as such norms and perceptions are not captured by the gender equal-
ity measures, they may continue to be influential. Perhaps there may even be 
a bias in selecting gender differences which correspond to gendered percep-
tions in the same world-region where the gender equality measures are higher 
(the West) and/or are more capable of finding differences there for cul-
tural/methodological reasons. Such a possible bias may lead to this cross-cul-
tural association, although it might not hold when other assessment methods 
are employed. In the next section, we therefore examine the possible influence 
of some such cultural/methodological factors. 

Some Possible Cross-Cultural Confounds 
The possible cultural bias in the measures of gender differences might be seen 
in how measures tend to also be developed or selected from the same region 
from which the studies were conducted (the West). Whether this is Five Factor 
measures developed in English languages (Costa et al., 2001; Mac Giolla & 
Kajonius 2019; McCrae, 2002; McCrae et al., 2005; Schmitt et al., 2008), 
measures such as STEM-propensity (Stoet & Geary, 2018) that appear asso-
ciated with stereotypes about math (which tended to be, measurably, higher in 
Western countries; Breda et al., 2020), or participation in Western (rather than 
for example Chinese) chess (Vishkin, 2022). Thus, the cross-cultural variation 
in differences may be affected by how culturally different countries are to the 
Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD; Henrich 
et al., 2010a) countries from which the studies are employed and in which the 
measures are constructed. Thus, when the West reveals the largest differences, 
it may be that differences are larger there because of its culturally particular 
perceptions about genders (or about individual differences more broadly), and 
because measures have been selected to assess those perceptions and in that 
cultural context specifically. 

This may be an especial issue considering that cross-cultural assessments 
may have validity problems if one’s measurements do not work as intended in 
certain countries, or if there are validity issues with comparisons across coun-
tries. One proposed factor which we will not be able to assess in this thesis, 
but nevertheless appears important to acknowledge, is the possible influence 
of self-comparison processes (Guimond et al., 2007; Heine et al., 2002). This 
means that when people rate themselves on some self-assessed trait, this rating 
may be influenced by the level of that trait of people around the respondent. 
That is, if everyone in a society has high/low levels of extraversion, someone 
average for each society may rate themselves towards the middle of the scale, 
which would complicate comparisons between those societies (Heine et al., 
2002). For the gender difference studies, it has primarily been suggested that 
people in less gender equal societies are less likely to compare themselves 
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across genders, leading to smaller measured differences (Guimond et al., 
2007). However, perhaps a similar pattern could also be found if men and 
women are in fact more similar in more gender equal countries, but there re-
main different norms for men and women that causes some peoples’ answers 
to gravitate towards one end of the scale. Such gravitation may be more influ-
ential with smaller differences, as it is easier to consider oneself to stand out 
compared with average others in that case, possibly further influenced by a 
need for self enhancement, that appears more prevalent in Western cultures 
(Heine & Hanamura, 2007).  

Further, relevant for the controls in Paper III in this thesis, when measure-
ments developed and validated in the West are applied in other cultures, va-
lidity, as well as reliability, may deteriorate and complicate cross-cultural 
comparisons (the notion that personality assessments deteriorate outside of the 
West is suggested by, for instance, Laajaj et al., 2019). Supporting such meth-
odological effects, before the introduction of the evolutionary interpretation 
of the gender-equality paradox, it was found that cross-cultural gender differ-
ences had a strong correlation with a combined indicator of data quality. In 
fact, that correlation is stronger than later correlations found between gender 
equality and gender differences (r = .71, McCrae et al., 2005, p.554; see gen-
der equality correlations reported in Paper III for comparison).  

As previously discussed, there are also cross-cultural differences in the de-
gree to which people view themselves in terms of personality and other indi-
vidual characteristics rather than perhaps in terms of social roles (see Heine, 
2008; Henrich et al., 2010b for reviews), which is perhaps also associated with 
the degree to which they answer with more extreme response options, rather 
than suppressing such answers. This may cause personality measures to work 
better, and reveal larger differences in the West (personality and similar self-
assessment measures are the most commonly employed in gender equality 
paradox studies). Already the first study that found the gender-equality para-
doxical results in personality (Costa et al., 2001) discusses the possibility that 
the larger (gender) differences found in the West could be a result of such 
measures being more relevant for individualist Westerners in how they under-
stand themselves. Similar to the results for data quality, these authors found a 
correlation of .71 between countries’ measured gender differences, and coun-
tries’ estimated level of individualism (p.329). Further, Western countries 
have been found to have larger variation in answers compared to Asian coun-
tries, which may cause them to have larger differences between groups as a 
result of an increased tendency to answer with extreme response options (see 
e.g., McCrae, 2002; Schmitt et al., 2008). In Paper III, we examine how some 
of these factors, that may explain the pattern in complementary ways, are as-
sociated with gender differences across countries.   
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Aims 

From the previous discussions, there appear to be several complications that 
can sometimes make it difficult to generalize psychological measures and 
models across situations. Thus, the overarching aim of this thesis is to examine 
the generalizability of some such models, as well as to take into account addi-
tional contextual variables that may influence the results found across situa-
tions.  

This examination is applied to two assessments that may be particularly 
sensitive to such situational factors, as presented in the introduction. First, it 
is examined to what degree different machine learning models of personality 
generalize across different situations. Next, the situational consideration is ap-
plied to a psychological interpretation that relies heavily on cross-cultural re-
sults, the idea that gender equality leads to increased psychological gender 
differences, and which may therefore be particularly sensitive to cofounding 
differences across cultures. 
 
In Paper I, we examine to what degree a text-based machine learning model 
based on a broad set of atheoretically selected predictors and constructed to 
maximize prediction within one of two specific situations (personal essays or 
Reddit messages), generalized to the other situation. This is compared to the 
generalizability of a less complex machine learning model based on a re-
stricted set of more psychologically meaningful predictors.  
 
Paper II is a commentary to a study which, instead of assessing the associa-
tion between gender differences and equality across countries, does so across 
U.S. states, and over time within the U.S., while still finding the paradox. 
However, there are issues with the statistical methods used in this study, and 
there are also differences in the cultural background of people within coun-
tries. Thus, I examine whether the paradox holds up to differences in statistical 
methods and with a cultural control. 
 
In Paper III, we re-examine the results of multiple cross-cultural studies on 
gender differences with country-level data available. We go through conflict-
ing results, examine how results hold up to cultural and methodological con-
trols, and study whether gender equality or other cultural differences better 
explain the variation in gender differences across countries. 
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Paper I 

Background 
The popularity of machine learning techniques for the assessment of person-
ality has exploded in recent years (see e.g., Argamon et al., 2009; Arnoux et 
al., 2017; Azucar et al., 2018; Bai et al., 2013; Kalghatgi et al., 2015; Kosinki 
et al., 2013; Majumder et al., 2017; Stachl et al., 2020; Tandera et al., 2017; 
Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010; Yarkoni, 2010). However, while such models 
are capable of reliable predictions in the situation in which they are trained, it 
has not been examined to what degree they are generalizable across different 
situations (see Bleidorn & Hopwood, 2019; Tay et al., 2020 for theoretical 
discussion). Indeed, to add to researchers’ understanding of personality, and 
to allow personality models to be applied appropriately, it is necessary to de-
velop an understanding of whether the model applies to a wide range of situ-
ations (e.g., texts on Reddit, personal essays, blogs, Twitter), just a particular 
situation (e.g., Reddit), or even just in the particular situation, for the particular 
population, and during the particular time-period when the model was trained 
(e.g., young people who posted a lot of Reddit in 2020). Examining all situa-
tions are necessarily impossible, but the degree of generalizability can be ex-
amined when varying some of these factors. To help further theory develop-
ment from machine learning models of personality, it should prove helpful in 
examining such generalizability of models. 

In this paper, we train models on a type of predictor that can be applied in 
multiple situations and with differing levels of complexity: text data. The goal 
is to examine to what degree two different types of model building generalizes 
across situations: atheoretical and high-dimensional machine learning model-
ling aimed at the maximization of prediction in a specific situation; or simpler 
linear modelling based on a limited number of more theoretically justified pre-
dictors. High-dimensional here refers to the larger number of parameters that 
are considered when training the model, here mainly as a result of the larger 
number of predictors that are considered. While the former type of model may 
provide superior accuracy within the same situation in which it was trained, if 
it picks up predictors or associations which are more specific to the examined 
situation, then its generalizability may suffer. However, for the smaller more 
theoretically justified model to generalize, this requires that the predictors are 
in fact more relevant for predicting the outcome of interest across situations. 
As a more theoretical selection of predictors will naturally be more limited in 
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scope, the high-dimensional model may nevertheless have a greater oppor-
tunity to find predictors which do generalize. 

Method 
Data was gathered from two domains: personal essays by 2,344 students who 
also answered a Big Five test of personality (collected by Pennebaker & King, 
1999); and messages on Reddit.com from 1,200 users who had indicated their 
Big Five personality scores on specialized forums. Words in these text cor-
puses were classified into 73 LIWC-lists, which aims to capture psychologi-
cally meaningful groups of words, such as words having to do with “anger” 
(see Pennebaker et al., 2015). The proportion of each text which belonged to 
each LIWC category was then used for training the personality models. Thus, 
this should be a more directly psychologically interpretable list of predictors.  

In addition to the LIWC categories, for the high-complexity machine learn-
ing models, the 20,000 highest term frequency-inverse document frequency 
(tf-idf) words and word-pairs (“bigrams”), as well as the 20,000 highest tf-idf 
level 1-4 characters (parts of words) were identified in the texts and included 
as predictors. This (tf-idf) means variables which are more common in some 
users’ texts (high term frequency), while also more specific to those texts 
(high inverse document frequency; i.e., they are not common for all users’ 
texts). Thus, this list contains less direct psychological meaning, but it allows 
for a more extensive search of candidate important predictors within a domain.  

Data was split into 80% training and 20% test. For the low-dimensional 
models, forward selection (αin = .05) and Least Absolute Shrinkage and Se-
lection Operator (LASSO) regression using 10-fold cross-validation (to find 
the shrinkage factor that yielded best prediction on new data) was used when 
training models for the five Big Five personality models (forward selection 
was included for comparison to the LASSO model, as it might provide an even 
smaller set of predictors). For the high-dimensional models, Support Vector 
Regression (SVR) was used when training models. Variables were standard-
ized within each domain. Models were first trained on the training data in one 
domain (Essays or Reddit), and were then applied to the test data either in the 
same domain, or the other. The correlation between the model and the level of 
the self-reported personality trait was used to assess model fit. 

Results 
The correlations for the models trained on the Essays and Reddit data are pre-
sented in Table 1.1-2, respectively. Correlations were small to moderate 
within domain, which is common for machine learning models of personality 
(Azucar et al., 2018). The high-dimensional models had superior predictive 
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accuracy compared to the low-dimensional models when trained and tested 
within the Essays domain, and similar accuracy as the low-dimensional mod-
els for the Reddit domain. However, when assessed across domains the oppo-
site pattern emerged. The high-dimensional models had inferior predictive ac-
curacy when trained on Essays and tested on Reddit (in particular, the LASSO 
model significantly predicted all traits, with only so one for the high-dimen-
sional models), while all models had similar (poor) accuracy when trained on 
Reddit and tested on Essays. There may also have been some differences de-
pending on the personality trait that was predicted. Openness was predicted 
most strongly by the machine learning models within domain both for Essays 
and Reddit, although the differences were small. 

In addition, we examined the importance of predictors (by their beta-
weights), and the number of LIWC-predictors that remained in models first 
trained in one domain and then retrained in the other with only those predictors 
which had survived the first step. The number of predictors which survived 
both steps, compared to the number of predictors in the first step, was taken 
as another indicator of the situational specificity of models. We did not con-
duct similar examinations for the high-dimensional models as, per discussion 
with the data-science collaborators, it would be complicated to program and 
identify such variation in those “black box” models, where the underlying as-
sociations are harder to extract. Several predictors survived for the LASSO 
models (about 60%), but fewer for the select models (30%), and quite few 
predictors survived in both directions. This indicates that the most important 
predictors that were picked up may have depended a lot on the context. Of 
those predictors which survived both steps, many seemed quite central for the 
trait of interest (see e.g., McCrae & Costa, 2008). For example, Extraversion 
was predicted by several indicators of excitability: writing more words relat-
ing to “drives” and fewer related to “tentativeness” and “negations”.  
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Conclusions 
The results largely supported that the high-dimensional models were more de-
pendent on the domain in which they were trained, having superior or similar 
prediction within domain, but inferior or similarly (poor) prediction across 
domains. However, the situational specificity of models appeared quite high 
overall, as the predictors that survived depended a lot on the specific direction 
in which models were trained. Such strong influence from the situation on the 
predictors that comes out significant supports that it is useful to combine in-
formation from different situations to better understand how personality is ex-
pressed. This, as those expressions may differ much across situations. 

In addition, we found differences depending on domain. While high-di-
mensional models never had reliably significant correlations across domains 
(having 1 and 2 out of 5 significant correlations), the low-dimensional models 
had so when trained on Essays (5 out of 5 were significant for LASSO, and 3 
of 5 for Select), but not on Reddit (0 and 1 out of 5). This might be for several 
reasons. As almost all significant models were found when trained on the Es-
says domain, and as the machine learning models had higher prediction when 
trained and tested within it, it seems there may be some real effects of domain. 
The Essays dataset was larger, with about twice the number of observations 
compared to the Reddit dataset. Thus, estimates may have been more reliable, 
and therefore also generalized better. In addition, the Essays may have pro-
vided data that was either more relevant for assessing personality, or of higher-
quality more generally. The Essays dataset consisted of personal essays writ-
ten by students (see Pennebaker & King, 1999). This may have been more 
conducive for participants to express their personality. In comparison, the 
Reddit data consisted of messages in discussion boards, focused on discussing 
whatever subject was at hand rather than at expressing their own thoughts, 
feelings, and behaviors. In addition, the Big Five ratings were calculated by 
researchers in the Essays dataset, while final scores were self-reported in the 
Reddit dataset, and thus relies on subjects accurately reporting those scores. 

In summation, these results show that there is information in examining 
models’ generalizability, both for lower-dimensional and higher-dimensional 
models. High-dimensional model’s greater range of predictors, more general-
purpose models, and higher or equal prediction within domain did not help 
such models to generalize between domains. Instead, when high-dimensional 
models had improved predictions, this increased prediction appeared specific 
to the domain in which it was trained. Thus, it remains useful for researchers 
who utilize either type of model to examine their generalizability. Addition-
ally, examinations of different domains may provide information about the 
types of situations that are more or less conducive for building more general-
izable models.  
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Paper II 

Background 
The gender-equality paradox is the cross-cultural result that countries with 
higher gender equality have shown larger gender differences on various psy-
chological measures (e.g., Falk & Hermle, 2018; Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac 
Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2008; Schwartz & Rubel-Lifschitz, 
2009), and some behavioral outcomes (Stoet & Geary, 2018; Vishkin, 2022). 

The paradox has primarily been assessed across countries (e.g., Falk & 
Hermle, 2018; Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et 
al., 2008; Schwartz & Rubel-Lifschitz, 2009; Stoet & Geary, 2018; Vishkin, 
2022) in cross-sectional data. In a break with this tradition which avoids some 
of the cultural confounds found across countries, Vishkin et al. (2022) exam-
ine it across time in the U.S. and in England and Wales, as well as across U.S. 
states. Vishkin et al. (2022) use as a measure the gendered-ness of names, 
based on their first letter, which are classified into voiced letters, which are 
argued to sound harder and more stereotypically masculine, and unvoiced let-
ters, which are argued to sound softer and more stereotypically feminine. The 
authors present earlier results showing that a higher proportion of male names 
are voiced, and that experimentally constructed such names are associated as 
predicted. However, there appears to be limited evidence that such compari-
sons can be used reliably for real-world names, see Additional Considerations. 

In their analyses, Vishkin et al. (2022) found a decrease in the female pro-
portion of voiced names over years (for both the U.S., and for England and 
Wales), and an increase for male names (in the U.S. specifically). Across U.S. 
states, they found that both men and women have an increasing proportion of 
voiced names in states with higher female leadership equality, but not broader 
gender equality. This increase was higher for men than for women, resulting 
in a larger gender difference. In the article, the authors report the change in 
the female proportion as non-significant. 

However, this study is based on some problematic methods, which this pa-
per comments upon. First, Vishkin et al. (2022) test the gender-equality para-
dox in a manner that breaks with how it has been tested previously. In previous 
studies, the gender-equality paradox is primarily considered supported when 
more gender-equal populations have larger (measured) gender differences in 
the (Western) gender-stereotypical direction. Indeed, this is noted by the first 
author of Vishkin et al. (2022) in a separate manuscript, when presenting the 
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opposite (non-paradoxical) prediction: “if gender roles are culturally con-
structed, gender differences can be expected to be smaller or even reversed in 
societies with greater political and economic gender equality” (Vishkin, 2022, 
p.276). That is: the paradoxical prediction is that differences should be larger 
in more gender-equal populations, and the gender with which the measure is 
more stereotypically associated should have higher scores than the other (see 
also e.g., Costa et al., 2001; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schwartz & Rubel-
Lifschitz 2009; Stoet & Geary, 2018). Thus, it is not considered paradoxical, 
from the perspective that gender roles are culturally constructed, if differences 
are larger in the non-stereotypical direction. Indeed, the evolutionary account 
of the gender-equality paradox relies on this directionality (e.g., Schmitt et al., 
2008), as this account considers gender roles (and associated norms) to be at 
least in part based on innate differences between men and women.  

In contrast, in Vishkin et al. (2022), the authors do not quite make it clear 
what they consider to support versus oppose their hypothesis. Although they 
suggest that in more gender-equal societies “voiced names [should be] given 
more often to males and unvoiced names given more often to females” (p.491), 
this can be interpreted as being either a prediction about slopes or “compared 
to each other”. Indeed, the authors’ presentation of the gender-equality para-
dox refers to this as a result about larger differences (see p.490-491), and the 
authors state that their results are “suggesting a real and nonartifactual gen-
der-equality paradox” (p.494). Additionally, the results also suggest an in-
creasing difference in the (larger) U.S. dataset over time and across states (see 
their Figure 1A and Figure 2). These aspects suggest the result may be about 
larger differences. Contrastingly, however, it might also be a statement about 
slopes specifically, that is: that men’s proportion should be higher in more 
than in less gender-equal societies, with the opposite pattern for women, and 
with no consideration of whether differences between genders are larger or 
smaller in more gender equal societies. During communication with the first 
author of the manuscript in the review process of this paper, he suggested that 
the latter interpretation was correct.  

However, not requiring a larger difference between men and women causes 
complications. If differences are smaller in more gender-equal societies, this 
can be predicted by non-paradoxical accounts. For example, if parents started 
to more often gender-neutrally select their favorites from the names around 
them, and then adapted those depending on the sex of their child (e.g., they 
like Carla, so they name their boy Carl), then the proportions would close in 
on each other. Thus, if women started out with a higher proportion of voiced 
names than men, then the authors’ might find their predicted results, but dif-
ferences would be smaller, and this would be for a non-paradoxical reason. As 
such, it remains of interest to examine whether the original way of testing for 
the paradox reveals any paradoxical results.  

Additionally, the alternative test requires further clarifications. That is: is 
it enough that one proportion goes in the predicted direction, or should both 
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do so? Also, should there be a significant difference between the change for 
men’s and women’s proportions? Based on the writing from the first author 
(review comment on my manuscript), he suggested that the directionality was 
more important than a difference, and that the purpose of testing for an inter-
action between gender and the indicator of gender equality (time and female 
leadership respectively), was to ascertain that the trend was different for men 
and women. This suggests two requirements for documenting support of a 
gender-equality paradox: (1) at least one proportion is associated with higher 
gender equality in the predicted direction (higher proportion for men, lower 
for women); and (2) there is a significant interaction between gender and the 
indicator of gender equality in the predicted direction (men’s proportion in-
creases more than women’s, or women’s decrease more than men’s). If these 
results are fulfilled, do when then not need to consider the directionality of the 
other proportion? That is: can both proportions, for example, increase with 
higher gender equality, as long as men’s increase more? This seems to not 
respect the predictions about directions.  

If the trend for one gender goes in the wrong direction, this seems to at 
most provide partial proof of the paradox according to these predictions about 
slopes. Indeed, if directionality is not considered for both proportions, just that 
the right proportion changes more strongly in its predicted direction than the 
other, then these predictions seem to consider a paradox supported by all re-
sults that would be so under the predictions about larger differences with 
higher gender equality. Meanwhile, they might also do so if results led to 
smaller differences. However, in another part of the review of this manuscript, 
the first author also argued that the female proportion was not significantly 
higher in states with higher female leadership, and that a part of this comment 
which argued that both proportions were higher in these states was therefore 
incorrect. Thus, I also considered a third requirement that seemed to obey this 
evaluation: (3) the proportion should not change significantly in the wrong 
direction for either gender (lower for men, higher for women). Thus, I con-
sider (1)-(3) when examining the results from these predictions about slopes, 
but not larger differences. It is important to note, however, that after re-anal-
yses and controls, (1)-(2) do not hold either. 

In addition to the assessment and test-related questions above, there are 
also questions about the validity of the methods employed in this study. The 
main problem had to do with the assessment of changes across time. Measures 
over time should have dependence between timepoints. However, this was not 
modeled. In addition, one factor that may affect the proportion of voiced 
names is the cultural background/native language of the parents. The authors 
acknowledge that proportions may vary greatly between languages, so it is 
interesting to control for this factor. During the reassessments, I also found 
some possible problems with the assessments in earlier years. 
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Method 
In reexamining Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 1, which examined the paradox 
across time, I began by simulating Type I error-rates under strong dependence 
between years using the author’s methodology, as an illustration of how de-
pendence may dramatically increase error rates. Next, I employed time series 
analysis in the U.S. dataset, as this accounts for such dependence between 
years. This was done by fitting ARIMA-models to the proportions over time 
(a general type of time series models that can account for non-stationarity over 
years). The assessed period was between 1880 and 2018, a long time period 
where gender equality would have increased overall in the U.S. By the predic-
tions in Vishkin et al. (2022), there should thus be a systematic trend in the 
paradoxical direction. I did not analyze the English and Welsh dataset as it 
only included 10 separate years (once every 10:th year), which is very low for 
time series, and will lead to large uncertainties in the model-estimation. If 
there is evidence of a systematic increase or decrease across time, then time 
series models are improved by adding a drift-term. The best-fitting time series 
models for the male-, female- and difference in proportions were estimated 
using AICc (AIC corrected for small samples), and the significance of the in-
clusions of a drift-term in the best and neighboring models was examined.  

In reexamining Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 2, I first observed that the sim-
ple slope analyses conducted by the authors appeared to include some error. I 
therefore recalculated the simple slopes to assess whether the change in pro-
portions matched the predictions about slopes. Next, I controlled for the pro-
portion of foreign-born inhabitants in states, as the language/culture of parents 
should likely affect the names they give to their children, and as the proportion 
of (popular) voiced names may vary between cultures. 

Results 
By the simulations, the method employed in Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 1 
could result in highly inflated error rates with non-stationary dependence be-
tween years. By plotting the U.S. and England and Wales proportions per year, 
it was further revealed that there was strong dependence (shown by how 
neighboring datapoints were close together compared to the variation over 
time), that the linear model employed in Vishkin et al. (2022) did not fit the 
changes, and that the gender difference was actually smaller in the end than in 
the beginning. Additionally, the sources of the data revealed that there could 
be a bias in the registration of U.S. names in earlier years, as the database was 
first focused on registering workers, and even then, excluded significant sub-
groups of that population. Time series analysis revealed no systematic ten-
dency for the male proportion to increase, the female proportion to decrease, 
nor for there to be an increasing difference over the years (although it did 
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reveal non-stationarity over time, making it highly problematic to not model 
dependence). See Figure 2.1 for an illustration. 

The reanalysis of the simple slopes over U.S. states revealed that both male 
and female proportions of voiced names were higher in states with higher fe-
male leadership, although the difference increased. Thus, the prediction about 
the direction of slopes was not fulfilled for the female proportion. Addition-
ally, the proportion of foreign-born inhabitants predicted the gender differen-
tiation in the proportion of voiced names more strongly than did female lead-
ership. See Figure 2.2 for scatterplots. When controlling for the proportion of 
foreign-born inhabitants, female leadership had no power in explaining the 
differentiation (female leadership did not have a significant interaction with 
gender), while the proportion of foreign-born inhabitants did. In addition, fe-
male leadership, the measure which had predicted the differentiation, was 
more strongly correlated with the proportion of foreign-born inhabitants 
across states than was the broader gender equality measure (which did not 
significantly predict a differentiation). 

 
Figure 2.1: The proportion of female (blue dots) and male voiced names (orange tri-
angles) given to newborns in the U.S. between 1880 and 2020 (as registered in the 
dataset), with multilevel regression lines for 1880-2018 from Vishkin et al. (2022). 
Grey background is for the years 2019 and beyond. Proportions for years 2019-2020 
are plotted as for previous years. The authors’ multilevel model’s predictions for girls 
for those years are plotted as red crosses (far from the actual outcomes), and the pre-
dictions for boys are plotted as black crosses (and are more appropriately predicted). 
The prediction-line and confidence intervals (darker grey) resulting from the best fit-
ting ARIMA models are shown for years 2019-2028. 
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Figure 2.2: (Panels A, B, and C): Proportion of voiced female and male names given 
in the year 2018 in the U.S., with simple regression lines. (Panels D, E, and F): The 
difference in proportions (male minus female), with state-codes. X-axes show states’ 
gender equality (A & D), female leadership (B & E), and proportion of foreign-born 
inhabitants (C & F). 

Conclusions 
The reanalysis of Study 1 revealed no trends in the directions proposed by 
Vishkin et al. (2022), nor a trend for an increasing difference. The female pro-
portion, which changed the most, decreased most around the Great Depression 
and Second World War (turbulent times which, rather than gender equality, 
may have promoted more conservative values and stereotypes; see Thórisdót-
tir & Jost, 2011). This was further during a period when a larger part of the 
population may have become registered. Thus, at least part of the change may 
be due to a biased registering in earlier years. Indeed, as shown by the time 
series residuals in the supplementary information, the proportion for female 
names showed a change in behavior around this time point. After around 1970, 
the proportion has instead been increasing. Thus, there was no evidence of a 
gender-equality paradox over time with either method to test for it. More 
broadly, this is problematic for a causal interpretation of the gender-equality 
paradox on these outcomes, as gender equality must have had an effect over 
time if it is responsible for the variation in differences across, for example, 
countries or states.  
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Further challenging the importance of gender equality in explaining greater 
gender differences, there was no evidence that female leadership predicted any 
gender differentiation in proportions beyond the proportion of foreign-born 
inhabitants. In fact, the latter was a stronger predictor of the differentiation in 
proportions. Further, by predictions about slopes, there appears to only be par-
tial evidence even without this control, as the female proportion of voiced 
names was higher in states with higher female leadership, contrary to the pre-
dicted direction.  

In summation, there was no evidence of a gender-equality paradox with re-
analyses that accounted for dependence between years, recalculated simple 
slopes across states, and controlled for cultural/language influences with the 
proportion of foreign-born inhabitants. This was true both by a prediction 
about slopes (no significant increase/decrease in proportions over years, no 
differentiation with controls), and larger differences (no larger difference over 
years, no differentiation with controls). In fact, in later years the difference in 
proportions was smaller, which may open up non-paradoxical accounts of the 
changes. However, it remains to be seen how the proportions change in the 
future, as the changes over time may just reflect random variation. 

Additional Considerations 
Here I present some discussion around the validation of the measure used. In 
addition, after publication of the article, some things have been pointed out 
that may require further clarification. For completeness, I therefore summarize 
some such additional considerations here. 

Is the measure of gender differences well-validated? 
First, it is worth considering the degree of validation of the gender difference 
measure, as it is interesting to consider how strong conclusions could have 
been drawn, had the results held to the re-analyses. The authors’ rating of the 
masculinity/femininity of real-world names stems from their voicing, and then 
only the voicing of the first letter in the name. This follows a classification 
made by Slepian and Galinsky (2016). The idea that names beginning with a 
voiced letter are perceived as more masculine than names beginning with an 
unvoiced letter is indeed crucial for the conclusions drawn in Vishkin et al. 
(2022). However, the only referenced study which examines this perception 
for real world names is in Slepian and Galinsky (2016) Study 3, where 80 
participants rated a total of 500 voiced names 0.175 points higher on average 
than 500 unvoiced names on a 7-point Likert scale, a rather small difference 
that may make it difficult to compare names across time and states only from 
their first letter. Further, those 1,000 names were treated as the sample, rather 
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than the 80 participants, so this may have overestimated the significance of 
results. 

Indeed, the categorization using the first letter alone seems to introduce 
significant potential sources of error, as it seems it should be the name’s sound 
as a whole which ultimately decides how masculine or feminine it sounds. In 
other studies (referenced by Vishkin et al., 2022) on the perceived masculin-
ity/femininity and harshness/softness of names, this is controlled by having 
experimentally constructed names that control for everything except what is 
examined (Park et al., 2021; Pathak & Calvert, 2020; Pathak et al., 2020). 
Participants may for example rate “Fanatis” (unvoiced) and “Vanatis” 
(voiced) (Park et al., 2021). In such comparisons, everything except the first 
letter may be controlled for, and should therefore maximize its predictive 
power. However, real-world names will not have these controls. Thus, a name 
that begins with a voiced letter may for example be followed by mainly un-
voiced letters, which should decrease the perceived masculinity of the name 
as a whole. Similarly, as related in Cai and Zhao (2019), other factors seem to 
influence the perceived masculinity/femininity of names as well: “people tend 
perceive a name as a female one if it is longer, has stress on a later syllable, 
or ends with a vowel rather than a consonant” (p.63). Further, in the refer-
ences Topolinski et al. (2014) and Topolinski and Boecker (2016), the aspect 
which affects their preference ratings of names is not decided by the first letter 
alone, but by how sounds move either from voiced to unvoiced (inward; front 
to back of mouth), or unvoiced to voiced (outward; back to front of mouth). 
The former is argued to elicit more positive emotions. As voiced names, by 
the classification in Vishkin et al. (2022) and Slepian and Galinsky (2016), all 
start with voiced letters, they will therefore contain all names that begin with 
an initial inward orientation. Thus, using the first letter as an indicator of mas-
culinity appears highly confounded with this alternative explanation. Indeed, 
perhaps men are given more voiced names because they tend to sound 
softer/nicer as a whole (indicating, perhaps, a wish to move away from gender 
stereotypes), not because they sound more masculine. Further, in Topolinski 
and Boecker (2016) it is noted that “the ultimate, not the initial, movement 
direction, determines affect” (p.1590). If this is also true for judging the mas-
culinity of names, or if initial and ultimate phonemes both affect it, this would 
make the initial phoneme measure as an indicator of perceived masculinity 
even more confounded. 

Real-world names may also have associations that may be more important 
for how masculine/feminine they are perceived. For example, they may be 
associated with celebrities, religious figures, or extended family members. 
When parents select names for their children, those associations may be more 
important than the first letter. For example, a common name in the early data 
from the United States is Mary, which is classified as voiced, and therefore 
more masculine. However, it may also be influenced by the Virgin Mary, es-
pecially amongst the Catholic population. This association thus also appears 
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to include some stereotypically feminine norms that may have been more im-
portant for its selection. In summation then, there appears to be significant 
potential sources of bias in this measure. 

How influential can bias in earlier years be? 
As noted in the paper, there appears to be a biased registering in earlier docu-
mented years in the U.S. – as many as 40% of workers (and perhaps further 
non-workers) were excluded in the early registering. It is thus reasonable to 
consider how influential such a bias may be, especially as the unregistered 
population differed from the registered population in many important ways 
(unregistered people worked particular jobs, which for example led to more 
African Americans being unregistered in earlier years, and more generally ap-
peared to exclude poorer working-class people). As pointed out after the pub-
lication of this article, if we treated 40% of women as unregistered and 60% 
as registered, and we treated the registered population as having 80% voiced 
names at its highest, and 55% at its lowest, then, the unregistered population 
would need to have only an 17.5% proportion of voiced names to explain the 
entire drop. Unless there are other biases in which names are registered, this 
thus seems unlikely. In the article, it is stated that a bias in registering may 
have caused the drop in the women’s proportion around 1937. It is also noted 
that if some of the drop is real, it is also a special time-period that may be a 
more direct cause of the drop: it was in connection to the Great Depression 
and WWII, which may be a more direct factor. One possibility, as noted in the 
article, is because turbulent time-periods have been argued to lead to more 
conservative/traditional values (Thórisdóttir & Jost, 2011). However, it is also 
possible that the opposite is true: the time period may have led to less tradi-
tional values. Supporting such a possibility, the most popular name for girls 
in earlier years was the religiously associated name Mary (the Virgin Mary), 
which has then dropped in popularity. This is a voiced (more masculine sound-
ing) name according to the classification in Vishkin et al. (2022). However, 
due to the religious association, it also appears to communicate some tradi-
tional gender norms for women. It is thus difficult to say whether the drop is 
because female names have been chosen to sound less masculine, or because 
such other factors (e.g., religious association) are of greater importance. How-
ever, the degree to which the drop around this time point may be due to a 
biased registering was thus not discussed in enough detail in the article.  

Even if a bias does not explain the entire drop, however, it may still be 
influential for results over time. For example, if women’s actual proportion of 
voiced names was around 70% instead of 80% in the earlier years, then their 
proportions increased more than they decreased over time, which could have 
influenced models over time. This would require a 55% proportion of voiced 
names in the unregistered population. If there was no problem with the regis-
tering, then we see a drop from around 80% to 55% in just 40 years in the full 
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population. Thus, it does not seem unreasonable that a non-random unregis-
tered subset of the population would differ from the registered population to 
this degree. The male proportion is even more vulnerable to such differences. 
If the proportion was just 5% higher in earlier years than reported, then there 
would be practically no change in proportions in earlier compared to in later 
years. As the male proportion changed across these points in later years, it also 
seems like an unremarkable difference, that nevertheless could affect the trend 
over time. Additionally, as indicated by the smaller residuals in earlier years 
for the female proportions, the registering may have underreported the varia-
bility in the proportion of voiced names in earlier years. If so, then there may 
have been periods of some increase and decrease that now are unnoticed, 
which would make the consistent higher values for women or (slightly) lower 
values for men in earlier years less robust. All in all, then, there are many ways 
in which early bias can seep into results and alter conclusions. 

Can one remove the names of children of foreign-born parents? 
In the article, it is noted that female leadership is strongly correlated with the 
proportion of foreign-born inhabitants across states, and that female leader-
ship cannot explain any differentiation in voiced names between genders be-
yond the proportion of foreign-born inhabitants (which is the stronger predic-
tor, and explains beyond female leadership). Thus, as noted, female leadership 
is highly confounded with this measure. It would have been informative to 
identify which names belong to people with a different cultural background 
and control for this directly (e.g., by removing them). However, this data was, 
to the best of my knowledge, not available. Thus, I contended myself with 
noting that there is a confound.  

Indeed, without data identifying names belonging to people with different 
cultural backgrounds, it is difficult to correctly control for this influence by 
the removal of names. The limited data existing which identifies names be-
longing to people with different cultural backgrounds seems unable to capture 
any significant proportion of this population. For example, in communication 
with the first author of Vishkin et al. (2022) after the online publication of this 
article, he suggested controls for names of children of foreign-born inhabitants 
should be done by removing people with names on https://www.baby-
center.com/baby-names/most-popular/100-most-popular-hispanic-baby-
names-of-2011_10363639 (checked November 28th, 2022) which lists the 100 
most common Hispanic names in 2011. The author further argued that female 
leadership remained a significant predictor after these removals (although in-
teractions in the authors’ four main models, with proportions, all appeared 
weakened: one was non-significant already, and two had lower 95% CI:s of 
0.00). Hispanic and Latin American countries made up around 50% of for-
eign-born inhabitants in the U.S. in 2018 (https://www.pewresearch.org/his-
panic/2020/08/20/facts-on-u-s-immigrants/ accessed November 28th 2022). 
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However, this list is not the most common names in the population of foreign-
born U.S. inhabitants, but the most common amongst names of newborns sent 
in to the Hispanic version of the babycenter-site (by users both within and 
outside the U.S.), for which the largest forum contains just over 11,000 users 
(active and inactive, U.S. and non-U.S. inhabitants), not all of whom would 
have had a newborn in the specific time-period (see https://espanol.baby-
center.com/c25001829/foros-buscando-nombres, last checked December 12th 
2022).  

Further, even if these 100 names were the most common, they would only 
capture a proportion of all names of Hispanic and Latin American people. For 
example, the 100 most common male and female names in the U.S. in 2018 
in the data for Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 2, only captured 33% and 41% of 
all female and male names given to newborns in that year. Thus, even assum-
ing those proportions are a bit higher for children of Hispanic and Latin Amer-
ican foreign-born U.S. inhabitants, say 50% on average, and that the names 
from the babycenter-website captures the 100 most common names, then this 
would only remove names from 25% of all children of foreign-born inhabit-
ants in the U.S. Considering that the babycenter-website is not an official gov-
ernment statistic for names in the full population, it likely captures an even 
smaller proportion. Additionally, such a control only focuses on a specific part 
of that foreign-born population, while for example Asian Americans are not 
accounted for. Finally, that list cannot separate children of foreign-born in-
habitants from children of U.S.-born inhabitants. As it also contains multiple 
popular English names, controlling by removing people with names in this list 
would also remove a large number of people that we would not want to control 
for, and confound the control. 

In summation, it would be informative to remove the names of children of 
foreign-born inhabitants in the controls specifically, to assess whether this is 
the factor that accounts for the variation. However, the possibility for such 
controls appears quite limited, as it cannot reliably capture most names of 
children to foreign-born U.S. inhabitants, and would be further confounded in 
which population it removes. In the article, I settled with controlling for the 
proportions of foreign-born inhabitants in each state, note that there is a con-
found, and that the predictions from female leadership could not be parsed 
from predictions from the proportion of foreign-born inhabitants. It is possible 
this is the factor that explains the association. However, it is also possible that 
some other co-varying factor explains the association even more directly. 

Dependence over time in the English and Welsh dataset? 
In the article, I did not analyze the English and Welsh dataset beyond mere 
description. Thus, one can ask whether this analysis really did have similar 
problems over time as did the U.S. dataset. It, for example, included names 
only each ten years. The short answer is that it should have similar problems. 
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The effect of years on the proportions was tested in Vishkin et al. (2022) with-
out accounting for dependence between years. Thus, unless there is so little 
dependence between years that proportions can switch randomly between 
higher and lower values in just 10 years (something which neither the U.S. nor 
English and Welsh dataset seems to suggest), there will be dependence be-
tween years in the population (although this may be difficult to establish with 
only 10 time points in this data). In the Supplemental Information of the arti-
cle, I noted that the proportion of voiced names for women in England and 
Wales between 1904-1994 appeared to show a similar pattern as the U.S. data 
(initial decrease followed by some increase). Although I did not include it in 
the final version of the paper, I made sure this held by examining the propor-
tion of voiced names between 1996 and 2018 (https://www.ons.gov.uk/peo-
plepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/livebirths/adhocs/ 
10429babynames1996to2018englandandwales). For these years, all names 
with frequencies (for which there was at least 3 registered) were available, 
unlike only the 100 most popular names in ten-year intervals between 1904 
and 1994, as examined in Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 1, so it should provide a 
more robust picture of the proportions. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the female 
proportion continued to increase, showing that the previous decrease has not 
continued. Thus, the negative simple slope for women in England and Wales 
in Vishkin et al. (2022) Study 1 has similar problems as for the U.S. results. 

 
Figure 2.3: The proportion of female- (blue dots) and male voiced names (orange 
triangles) in England and Wales between 1996 and 2018. 
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Paper III 

Background 
With few exceptions (e.g., Vishkin et al., 2022), the gender-equality paradox 
– suggesting that gender differences are larger in more gender-equal societies 
– has been examined in correlational studies across countries. Interpretations 
differ between authors, however one prominent explanation for the correlation 
between equality and the size of gender differences is an evolutionary and 
causal interpretation. Increased gender equality is then believed to facilitate 
the expression of innate gender-specific preferences (see e.g., Schmitt et al., 
2008; see also Falk & Hermle, 2018; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Stoet & 
Geary, 2018; Schwartz & Rubel-Lifschitz, 2009). 

A review of the measures used reveals a possible bias, however, such that 
the most commonly employed self-assessment measures were constructed to 
capture individual differences in Western countries. Indeed, no gender-equal-
ity paradox study examines the paradox by constructing culturally relevant 
measures of the most important gender differences that exist in, for example, 
Sub-Saharan African or Asian countries, and then examine whether those dif-
ferences are larger in more gender-equal countries (i.e., Western countries). 
In fact, the perhaps most commonly employed assessment of such gender dif-
ferences, on the Big Five personality dimensions, was constructed by first 
finding commonalities in English adjectives. This follows the lexical hypoth-
esis, which states that important differences between people in a population 
will be encoded into the language of that population (e.g., Goldberg, 1990). 
Thus, if the most important differences vary by culture, then the Big Five 
should work better at separating individuals (and groups such as genders), in 
countries culturally similar to the English-speaking ones – perhaps in particu-
lar in other Germanic-speaking countries (e.g., English, German, Swedish). 
There are indeed indications of problems when assessing personality using 
translations of English instruments in studies on non-Western participants 
(e.g., Gurven et al., 2013; Laajaj et al., 2019; Saucier & Goldberg, 2001). In 
addition, gender stereotypes along dimensions mapped to the Big Five were 
previously found to be most (measurably) differentiated in Protestant coun-
tries (Williams & Best, 1990). Further, earlier studies found several indicators 
of poorer data quality in non-Western countries (Costa et al., 2001; McCrae, 
2002; McCrae et al., 2005). With poorer data quality in some population, in-
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cluding higher systematic or random error in responses, measurements be-
come less capable of capturing the trait of interest, and tend to attenuate meas-
ured effect sizes (see e.g., Alwin & Krosnick, 1991; Curran, 2016; see also 
Loken & Gelman, 2017), such as differences between groups. 

Even the measurements that are not made by self-assessment (and may 
therefore be less influenced by differences in psychometric properties across 
countries), appear to have a bias towards assessing Western perceptions about 
genders. The study by Stoet and Geary (2018) assesses propensity to study 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) in different 
countries. Intention to study math subjects has been found to be explained by 
the strength of stereotypes associating math with men in different countries 
(Breda et al., 2020), such stereotypes tending to be (measurably) stronger in 
the West (see also Miller et al., 2015 for results regarding science gender-
stereotypes and the representation of women in science). Indeed, the West has 
a long history of gendering, for example, reason/logic (Lloyd, 2002), intelli-
gence (Gigerenzer, 2022; Shields, 1975), science (Schiebinger, 1991), and 
math (see Hyde & Mertz, 2009). It is also the origin of much research on the 
idea of a separate female and male intelligence, that may therefore have had a 
particular cultural influence in this region (see e.g., references in Hyde & 
Mertz, 2009; Shiels, 1975, see also Gigerenzer, 2022). The study by Vishkin 
(2022) examines chess – also known as Western chess to distinguish it from 
similar games in Asia. As it has a longer history (with men) in the West, it 
should have stronger gender stereotypes there as well. It also appears con-
nected to the gendering of logic and math discussed above (Lloyd, 2002; 
Gigerenzer, 2022; Hyde & Mertz, 2009). 

There are also other potential issues with the assessment of the gender-
equality paradox, stemming from the cross-cultural assessment. Indeed, gen-
der differences and stereotypes were already found to be highest in the West, 
and in the Protestant West in particular (Costa et al., 2001; McCrae, 2002; 
McCrae et al., 2005; Williams & Best, 1990; see also Charles & Bradley, 2009 
in connection with the STEM-study by Stoet & Geary, 2018), before the in-
troduction of the causal evolutionary interpretation (Schmitt et al., 2008). 
Thus, the continued cross-cultural examination means that gender equality has 
not been tested as a causal antecedent of gender differences, but has merely 
been applied after the fact as a statistical covariate. Similar results would thus 
reasonably be found with other measures that are higher in the West (we illus-
trate this in this paper’s supplementary information).  

Speaking of causal interpretations, it is noteworthy that results over time 
(i.e., closer approximating the hypothesized process) are much less robust. 
Those that have found larger gender differences over time (albeit not predicted 
with changes in gender equality), are generally over a short timeline, meaning 
other factors may be more important. Specifically, in Högberg et al. (2020), 
and in Thorisdottir et al. (2017), gender differences in adolescent mental 
health were found to increase over time, as girls’ mental health deteriorated 
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more notably. However, these trends were observed across the 2008 financial 
crisis, and, for Högberg et al. (2020), across a major school reform, which may 
be more direct causes. In contrast, there appears to only be one study that ex-
amines the paradox across time directly – by examining whether gender equal-
ity predicts changes in gender differences over time. In this study (Connolly 
et al, 2020; using the same measures as in Schwartz & Rubel-Lifschitz, 2009), 
the paradox was not found when gender differences were predicted with a 
gender equality measure over time, and instead they found a decreased gender 
difference with time (albeit not connected to the gender equality measure, pos-
sibly because gender equality and gender differences are assessed along dif-
ferent dimensions, see the Discussion in the paper). These results thus seem 
to contrast with the evolutionary interpretation that gender equality leads to 
increased differences. Further indicative of the difficulty with finding such 
patterns over time, women have received an increasing proportion of STEM-
degrees in the West over a timeline of increasing gender equality, leading to a 
smaller difference in such degrees between genders (this is illustrated for U.S. 
and Swedish degrees in the supplementary information). Thus, the results by 
Stoet and Geary (2018) does not appear to be because these countries once 
had a larger proportion of women in STEM, which then dropped when their 
gender equality increased. Women have also increased in agency and aspira-
tion into traditionally masculine fields over time more broadly, leading to var-
ious smaller gender differences (Wood & Eagly, 2012). 

In sum, the cross-cultural gender-equality paradox seems to possibly have 
a cultural bias, as discussed in the introduction (Henrich et al., 2010a-b). 
Measures appear selected from a Western background with an aim to measure 
what is perceived as important (individual and) gender differences there. Thus, 
we examine if gender-equality holds any predictive power beyond cultural re-
gions of various cultural distance to the West (and the Protestant and Ger-
manic-speaking West in particular). Further, we examine whether a cultural 
difference account, as captured by a cross-cultural association between gender 
differences on the one hand, and cultural regions and data quality on the other 
(the latter of which should deteriorate with cultural distance as the measures 
become less culturally calibrated), better explain the variation in differences. 

Method 
We re-examined studies on the gender-equality paradox with country-level 
gender differences available either in the article, supplementary information, 
or over an internet link (Falk & Hermle, 2018; Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac 
Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2008; Stoet & Geary, 2018; Vishkin, 
2022) using the gender difference index of main focus on in these studies. We 
also examined the results with values in the European Social Survey (ESS) 
examined in Schwartz and Rubel-Lifschitz (2009) and Connolly et al. (2020), 
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although here we had to make some additional interpretations to, for example, 
calculate one overall measure of gender differences in countries (see paper). 
Gender equality was either gathered from tables in the articles, from the au-
thors’ sources, or in one case from a separate source. When multiple gender 
equality measures were included in the original article, we used the one that 
showed the strongest association with gender differences. In other words, we 
tried to be generous in choosing measures most likely to show the gender 
equality paradox, if there is one after controlling for confounds. 

We then divided countries into seven broader cultural regions: the 
Protestant West (all countries that were either majority Protestant or majority 
Germanic-speaking), Catholic West, Latin America, Orthodox Europe, Mus-
lim Middle East, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Asia. This follows common cultural 
classifications, while trying to only have regions with enough countries (for 
example, it closely follows the 2022 Inglehart-Wetzel cultural map of the 
world, except it has only one Asian region, and one Protestant region includ-
ing English-speaking countries, while separating the large African-Islamic 
cluster into two regions based on their different histories, see 
https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSEventsShow.jsp?ID=428, retrieved 
December 20th 2022). We also calculated measures of data quality in the self-
assessment studies (Falk & Hermle, 2018; Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac Giolla 
& Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2008, and the European Social Survey), pri-
marily using measures of scale reliability such as Cronbach’s alpha and item 
correlations. For Falk and Hermle (2018), when separating scale scores into 
individual items (see supplementary information for details), it was revealed 
that there were significant floor problems with certain items, so we also in-
cluded the proportion of floor answers as a data quality measure in this study. 
If a scale is not wide or fine-grained enough to capture variation in some pop-
ulations (or if participants otherwise always answer with the same option due 
to, for example, low motivation or understanding of the question), then it will 
be difficult to capture (gender) differences there.  

For the analyses, we first examined baseline associations between gender 
differences and the three predictors used in this study: gender equality, cultural 
regions, and data quality, as well as for a simple indicator of Western cultural 
association (1 if Protestant West, Catholic West, or Latin America, 0 other-
wise), to examine which better predicted gender differences. We also included 
some other variables higher in the West, including an Individualism estimate 
in the supplementary information. We then controlled for cultural regions and 
data quality to examine whether gender equality explained anything beyond 
these measures, and conversely, we examined whether they explained any-
thing beyond gender equality. Controls for cultural regions were done with 
partial correlations (by mean-centering gender equality and gender differences 
within regions), and by entering regions and gender equality in the same re-
gression model. This later method was also used when controlling for data 
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quality. If gender equality increased gender differences directly, then an asso-
ciation could be expected to be found also within cultural regions. To parse 
other cultural differences between regions from gender equality, the latter 
would need to explain something beyond such regions. For Vishkin (2022), 
who used weights for the total number of players in each country, we did the 
same by using weighted linear regression when mean-centering, then stand-
ardized the variables, and finally calculated a beta-weight for the controlled 
association in a weighted linear regression instead of a partial correlation. Fi-
nally, we examined the gender equality paradox in the Protestant/Germanic 
West in particular, as this is the region where the measures originate from, and 
where they should therefore have the highest relevance (they also tend to have 
large samples). Here we used partial correlations (as above) when controlling 
for the language of countries. We did this, as we observed that there appeared 
to be an opposite association in Mac Giolla and Kajonius (2019) for countries 
of the same language, compared to the world-wide results. This control may 
be especially relevant for the self-assessment studies, where differences in the 
associations of words and errors in translations may influence results.  

Results  
Our simple indicator of the West (1 if Protestant West, Catholic West, or Latin 
America, 0 otherwise) always had similar or (usually) stronger associations 
with gender differences compared to gender equality. The same was true for 
Individualism, and for other variables higher in the West. Cultural regions had 
additional explanatory power, and data quality was also almost always a 
stronger predictor than gender equality (the only exception was in Schmitt et 
al., 2008, which is the study with the fewest participants per country, which 
therefore may have noisiest estimates of gender differences and data quality). 
The data quality indicators sometimes dropped relatively little in magnitude, 
but the association remained strong. Table 3.1 shows explained variance be-
tween gender differences and the predictors. Gender equality never explained 
anything beyond cultural regions, except when the association reversed for 
chess participation (Vishkin, 2022). Controlling for data quality weakened the 
association in the self-assessment studies between 49% to 97% (average 
77%), showing a strong confound, but for three of the five studies, the associ-
ation remained significant (ps > .02). Figure 3.1 shows the confidence inter-
vals for the correlations/beta-coefficients after controlling for cultural regions. 
Cultural regions always had additional explanatory power beyond gender 
equality, as did usually the data quality indicators (the only exception, again, 
was in Schmitt et al., 2008). Differences were most pronounced in Western 
regions (Protestant West, Catholic West, Latin America), and least pro-
nounced in non- (or sometimes lately) Christianized regions (Muslim Middle 
East, Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia). This shows the confound between cultural 
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distance and gender equality. When entering cultural regions, data quality, and 
gender equality into the same model for the self-assessment studies, cultural 
regions were always significant, data quality was always so as well, except for 
in Schmitt et al. (2008), and gender equality was never significant. Addition-
ally, when controlling for language regions in the Protestant West, the person-
ality studies (Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et 
al., 2008) all revealed smaller gender differences with higher gender equality 
(rs = -.78 to -.90, ps < .002), with no other significant associations (ps > .15). 
These negative partial correlations all remained significant with a combined 
control for data quality and language regions (rs = -.63 to -.90, ps < .02), alt-
hough these exploratory results need further corroboration. 
 

 
Figure 3.1: Confidence intervals for partial correlations/beta-coefficients between 
gender equality and gender differences in the reassessed studies when mean-centering 
within cultural regions. 
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Conclusions 
The gender-equality paradox studies appear to have a high potential for cul-
tural confounds, and have possible indicators of methodological problems that 
may affect the pattern across countries. The association remained (albeit 
strongly attenuated) when controlling only for data quality. However, this is 
not a complete assessment of quality problems, so the association between 
gender differences and our data quality indicators may be indicative of further 
issues (see e.g., Curran, 2016), although this would require a more extensive 
analysis. Supporting this, floor effects in Falk and Hermle (2018) was also 
associated with differences in the predicted direction (larger floor effects, 
smaller differences). Additionally, for the values in the European social sur-
vey, as a check, we examined the association with gender differences for the 
number of excluded participants (due to not answering enough items, or an-
swering too many items with the same option), and this too was significantly 
negatively associated. This is expected if countries with fewer careful re-
sponses showed smaller gender differences, and this control removed a subset, 
but not all, such responders. Further, when controlling for cultural regions 
(and language regions), the paradox disappeared or reversed. Cultural regions 
and data quality (when applicable) also appeared as stronger predictors of the 
paradox (further, Individualism and a simple Western indicator were stronger 
predictors than gender equality, as were other Western-associated variables). 
To parse the proposed effects of gender equality from those of other cultural 
differences, and of data quality (whether as a function of cultural distance, or 
because of other factors such as e.g., education level or quality of translations 
or interview situation), it seems necessary to assess the influence of these pos-
sible factors in greater detail, and to specify causal models that can be tested 
whether they correspond to the pattern of correlations found across countries. 
Further, other examination methods that assesses the causal claim without 
such cultural confound may be required. One such possibility may be to ex-
amine the effects of gender-equality reforms within natural experiments. 
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General Discussion 

Summary of Key Results 
Throughout three papers, it has been demonstrated how models and measures 
developed in a specific situation show several signs of deterioration when ap-
plied in a different situation. In Paper I, we found support that the degree of 
deterioration of models between situations depended on the complexity of the 
training of those models. More complex modelling that try to attain the strong-
est prediction in a specific situation may become more situationally depend-
ent, compared to simpler models with a relatively more limited set of more 
theoretically based predictors. While it is intuitive that more complex models 
may lead to less reliable predictions due to overfitting, machine learning mod-
els guard against this with cross-validation for new observations from the 
same population. Generalizability, on the other hands, depends on to what de-
gree patterns of associations remain similar across situations for the included 
predictors, which has been less examined in the literature on machine learning 
models of personality. It is, for example, not immediately certain that either 
type of model would have generalized, so by showing that the lower-dimen-
sional models could do so while the higher-dimensional models could not, the 
results of this paper confirm the usefulness of examining the generalizability 
of different types of models, and of integrating this information for the build-
ing of psychological theories. In addition, our results suggested that generali-
zability was influenced by how the strongest predictors differed between do-
mains to a large degree. Very few predictors survived in both directions when 
training in one domain after the other, even for the lower-dimensional models. 
Thus, situations may have a large influence on models of personality, and this 
might have been even stronger for the higher-dimensional models. Addition-
ally, the results suggested that the domain that models are trained in may affect 
their generalizability, as some domains may provide better or more direct ac-
cess to the inclusion of central predictors. It is possible that different behaviors 
of people in different situations (e.g., introspective or outward-looking), af-
fects how well the model can be trained there. It may prove fruitful, for the 
understanding of how personality affects behavior, for future studies to exam-
ine whether certain domains reliably provide more generalizable predictors 
than others.  

In Paper II, I found that when controlling for the proportion of foreign-born 
inhabitants, the gender-equality paradox across states disappeared. This may 
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illustrate how the measure used in this study can be difficult to use across 
different contexts, as differences in names across cultures can otherwise con-
found results. It is possible that this was a direct factor, but it may also be 
associated with additional confounds across states (for example, the U.S. born 
population can also differ in name traditions across states due to their immi-
gration from various regions historically). Further, over time, the female pro-
portion changed most during a period when a higher registering may have 
started taken place, which was also during the Great Depression and Second 
World War. This might also illustrate how unrecognized historical factors may 
also confound results. While the outcome measure may be noisy for the pur-
poses used in the original article, one illustrative result of these re-analyses is 
that they demonstrate one example where a cross-cultural association (here 
over states), need not hold longitudinally over time. While higher female lead-
ership (a measure of gender equality) was associated with larger gender dif-
ferences in voiced names, this result was not found over a timeline of increas-
ing gender equality. Instead, there was no systematic differentiation over time, 
and the difference was actually smaller towards the end of the timeline. 

In Paper III, it was found that when controlling for cultural regions (and 
for language regions within the Germanic/Protestant West), the association 
between gender-equality and gender differences never remained, although 
sometimes it reversed so gender equality predicted smaller differences, chal-
lenging the robustness of the positive association. These results need to be 
replicated, however, and as with the world-wide results, other factors may be 
influential. Similarly, our data quality indicators (used in the self-assessment 
studies) always similarly or more strongly predicted gender differences than 
did gender equality. This is indeed what to expect if data quality deteriorated 
outside of the West, and if poorer data quality was at least a partial factor for 
the smaller differences in non-Western countries. Different types of data qual-
ity should be further considered in future studies, as well as different explana-
tions for these results. Additionally, individualism, which have been associ-
ated with possible differences in how people relate to personality and other 
self-assessment scales (e.g., whether one answers more with middle options 
to the scale, and to what degree differences are explained in terms of internal 
differences or social roles), was a stronger predictor of the self-assessed gen-
der differences. Finally, even the supplementary Western-associated predic-
tors, that have not been forwarded as direct predictors of gender differences, 
typically showed similar or stronger associations. The associations with data 
quality and individualism are not new, but confirms previous results. Further, 
the various associated variables continue to illustrate the possibility for cul-
tural confounds in the association between gender equality and gender differ-
ences across countries also for studies where these alternative accounts have 
not been assessed to the same degree.  

We now turn to consider a couple of applications of these results. 
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Models may Interact with the Context 
The broad point stated above is in some sense self-evident; different situations 
require different behaviors, so when we apply models that use those behaviors 
for some type of prediction, that prediction will likely depend on the situation 
examined. More interesting perhaps, is the degree to which such situational 
factors can influence models. In a recent paper, Yarkoni (2022) argued for a 
generalizability crisis in psychology. Here, the author illustrates the possibly 
large influence of contextual differences on results, by considering how un-
measured sources of variation, that the researcher nevertheless may intend to 
generalize their results over, can quickly increase the credible intervals of av-
erage effects to include zero. Thus, even fairly trivial variation may make 
small or average effects found in research difficult to generalize to other situ-
ations. Even for effects that are large on average, if their magnitude is also 
highly variable across situations, then predictions made from such an effect in 
one situation may not survive well when applied more broadly. 

Machine learning models can typically achieve higher prediction than 
other simpler models in any given context. However, this does not mean that 
those predictions survive reliably. Instead, machine learning models typically 
need to be re-trained in another situation, or in all situations it will be applied 
to begin with. This illustrates machine learning models’ tendency for general-
purpose algorithms and large-variable datasets. This is not a deficiency of such 
models. Machine learning achievements can be impressive. As an example, 
recently much has been talked about a new Chatbot ChatGPT (see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT) that can produce detailed and con-
vincingly human text. Such results show that machine learning can do very 
well in its ability to predict and emulate, for example, human language, if 
trained extensively enough (although it may still sometimes provide strange 
responses). Comparatively, machine learning models of personality as used in 
research have been far less extensive. It is thus possible that as training in-
creases, and the training is conducted more broadly, such models will become 
capable of predicting more generally across the included, and perhaps similar, 
situations. However, to guarantee that this holds, such different situations need 
to be assessed in the first place. Further, although prediction may improve, it 
may also become difficult to assess what in the models it is that causes that 
improvement. That is, can the model predict personality because it has been 
able to find highly central and general predictors, or because it has managed 
to separate situations from each other, and include enough specific predictors 
for each situation?  

Machine learning may have a larger part to play in future research. As Pa-
per I indicates however, further consideration of the generalizability of such 
models, and a comparison between models of different levels of complexity, 
may provide additional understanding of what that added model complexity 
manages to- and does not manage to capture about psychological constructs 
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such as personality. Similarly, comparing high-dimensional machine learning 
models of, for example, personality, with more constrained and theoretically 
derived models, may also provide information about how much there may be 
left to predict that is not captured by such theoretical models. As discussed in 
the introduction, when it comes to the goal of explanation, of furthering psy-
chological theory, machine learning may prove most useful when applied in 
such complementary ways to more theoretically derived tests and models. 

Measures may be Cross-Culturally Confounded 
The results of Paper II, and especially Paper III, also indicate a possible role 
of measurement confounds in the cross-cultural comparisons. In Paper II, the 
association between gender equality in female leadership and differentiation 
in the proportion of voiced names was confounded by the proportion of for-
eign-born inhabitants, and therefore perhaps by differences in language or cul-
ture. Differences in the frequency of phonemes, and how these tend to differ 
between genders, may thus make it difficult to compare this measure across 
populations. Further, in earlier years, women may have had a higher propor-
tion of voiced names than men in the U.S. (if proportions are roughly correct), 
and this was also true (to a smaller extent) in earlier and later years in England 
and Wales. If so, it can be questioned whether an association of voiced names 
with men and unvoiced with women is all that general. 

In Paper III, we demonstrated how the cross-cultural variation in the size 
of gender differences were highly associated with cultural regions. Western 
regions had the largest differences, while non-Christianized (or for some 
countries lately Christianized) regions tended to have the smallest differences. 
Although the association with regions (and some other confounds) has been 
noted in earlier studies, the magnitude of the association that can be associated 
with such regions (and confounds), and how other predictors are affected by 
such controls, has not been examined to the same systematic degree as done 
here, and functions as a reminder of the degree to which different cultural fac-
tors are intertwined. Further, gender equality did not predict anything beyond 
cultural regions unless the association reversed, while regions had additional 
explanatory power beyond gender equality. This shows that it is difficult to 
parse the proposed effects of gender equality for the larger differences in this 
region from other cultural idiosyncrasies in the West. Indeed, several previous 
results suggest there may be such confounds. In McCrae (2002) it is noted that 
Western countries had larger response-variances than Asian countries, sug-
gesting perhaps an increased tendency to stand out rather than to fit in as a 
result of more individualist attitudes (see e.g., Henrich et al., 2010b), which 
would facilitate finding larger differences there. Further, our results about data 
quality indicate lower consistency in responses outside of the West, which 
may be associated with how the Big Five has shown less validity outside of 
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WEIRD-populations (e.g., Laajaj et al., 2019; Saucier & Goldberg, 2001). 
These results suggest it may be a better predictor of individual differences in 
the West, and perhaps especially in Germanic-speaking languages where it 
was first constructed (see e.g., Saucier & Goldberg, 2001), again facilitating 
finding larger differences there. Perceptions about genders may also differ be-
tween regions, and facilitate finding larger differences in the West when stud-
ies are informed by Western perceptions. As the gender equality measures 
used in these studies do not assess such differences in perceptions, they may 
miss accounting for such cultural differences. As noted, countries with larger 
gender gaps in intentions to study math subjects also appear to have more 
strongly gendered math stereotypes (Breda et al., 2020), with such countries 
tending to be Western (see also Miller et al., 2015 for results about science). 

Several gender-equality paradox studies have found gender differences in 
the same direction across countries (although most included countries tend to 
be West or West-adjacent), with such differences largest in the West, and 
sometimes in particular the Protestant west. The interpretation has been that 
the largest differences in the West are therefore the truest revelation of innate 
such differences because they are more freely expressed there (e.g., Schmitt 
et al., 2008). However, as discussed, it is also possible that such differences 
are (measurably) largest in the West because of a combination of factors, such 
as measures being selected to capture variables of higher cultural importance 
there, and perhaps cultural perceptions about genders that are particularly 
prevalent there (see above). As an example, when it comes to the gender dif-
ferences in personality (where men tended to show larger variation across 
countries), several differences appeared associated with an increased tendency 
to view oneself as socially independent/non-social, rather than as socially and 
emotionally connected with others (larger gender differences in extraversion, 
agreeableness, and emotionality, for which men scored lower than women; 
Lee & Ashton, 2020; Mac Giolla & Kajonius, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2008). In 
addition to the possibility that this is a truer revelation of innate differences, 
the difference may also be larger in the West because such social independ-
ence has been more of a norm for men in, for example, individualist societies, 
while simultaneous norms for women to, for example, be more communal and 
agreeable may cause less changes in the same direction, leading to larger dif-
ferences. As the measures of gender equality do not rule out the existence of 
gender stereotypes or norms that affect the behavior of individuals also in 
these countries, it is indeed possible that gender differences on these dimen-
sions are more expressed there, although still guided by such cultural percep-
tions. Additionally, differences in response styles (e.g., Guimond et al., 2007), 
or in the validity of measures in each region (e.g., Laajaj et al., 2019), may 
facilitate finding such increasing differences there. 

In addition to gender differences’ association with cultural regions, we also 
found consistent associations with indicators of data quality for the self-as-
sessment studies. Data quality showed indications of deterioration as one 
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moved outside of the West (although the magnitude of this change varied). It 
is difficult to completely account for data quality, as there may be no single 
way to capture different types of lower-quality responses (see e.g., Curran, 
2016). However, the findings suggest that at least some level of the increased 
differences found in Western countries may be attributable to such higher-
quality data. Supporting this possibility, other data quality indicators, floor 
effects and the proportion excluded due to skipped- or too many similar an-
swers, also predicted differences. There are several reasons why this associa-
tion may come about. More educated and perhaps more well-off participants 
may be more capable and motivated to produce higher quality data. Addition-
ally, there may be translation issues and differences in the quality of the as-
sessment situation in non-Western countries. It is also possible that data qual-
ity differed because of lower cultural relevance or validity in populations, 
leading to less motivated participants, or participants who otherwise had less 
consistency in responses. 

Such effects may result in confounding patterns when comparisons are 
made cross-culturally. The paradox is found in the direction where such cul-
tural differences also appear to increase, and where data quality may decrease. 
Thus, future studies should further look into how such data quality issues may 
influence results, and additional studies should be conducted to find whether 
the pattern holds reliably without this cultural confound. 

Limitations 
In Paper II-III it was examined how gender equality compared with other can-
didate predictors of larger gender differences. This indicated that there were 
several possible confounding influences that might make (measured) differ-
ences larger in certain population (e.g., in the West in Paper III). This includes 
possible language factors (Paper II), and more methodological factors (in Pa-
per III), whether this was an association with indicators of data quality, or 
factors that have been implicated in how people may answer self-assessment 
scales (individualism). This illustrates several possible confounds. However, 
it does not finally rule out that there are not also effects in the proposed direc-
tion for gender equality. So far, though, there appears to be little evidence for 
such effects over time, and some such results appear inconsistent with results 
across countries (STEM-students over time; Connolly et al., 2022; Wood & 
Eagly, 2012), nor has the association been replicated within cultural regions, 
or within countries. It is also possible that these other predictors themselves 
covary with some more direct predictors, rather than themselves explaining 
the association as directly. If there are theoretical accounts for such variables, 
attempts should be made to examine them more directly, and causal models 
for how different variables are interrelated should be specified, to allow them 
to be tested against the pattern of correlations found across countries. Further, 
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we employed the controls for cultural regions in Paper III partly because we 
expected this to parse other cultural confounds between such regions, while 
the continuous gender equality measure, by the causal hypothesis, should have 
an effect on differences both for countries within and between regions. How-
ever, regions are also associated with the magnitude of the gender equality 
measures. Thus, if regions are associated with several factors that causes 
measured differences to get larger in some of them, this may have swallowed 
up effects of gender equality (in whatever direction). Even so, however, this 
would still show that a simple bivariate model, where gender equality causes 
gender differences, does not sufficiently capture the associations found be-
tween countries. A direct effect of gender equality should be unlikely to be 
outcompeted by, and to be a weaker predictor, than less direct cultural predic-
tors. The fact that the association disappears with cultural clusters suggests the 
baseline association is due to other confounds, alternatively that gender equal-
ity is a precursor to more immediate cultural factors. I am unaware of such a 
theory for cultural clusters, nor does this follow the evolutionary predictions, 
as they, as formulated, suggest a direct effect of the gender equality measures 
(see the Theoretical Background section of this thesis). As mentioned above, 
to be able to test different theoretical accounts, researchers should specify 
causal models for how gender equality influences gender differences in future 
studies. Finally, we found some negative associations with cultural controls, 
which further challenge a causal effect in the proposed positive direction. This 
was not true for all controls, however, and the ones that were found need to 
be further validated in future studies, especially the personality association in 
the Protestant West, which were found more exploratorily.  

Additionally, the associations with data quality shows that data quality ap-
pears to decrease as one moves outside of the West, which is also where gen-
der differences decrease. However, it does not show to what degree data qual-
ity is influential for such differences. Depending on the reason for why data 
quality deteriorated, it is possible that it explains more of less of the variation 
in differences. In addition to the association with our main data quality indi-
cator, we also found some associations in the same direction with floor effects, 
and with the proportion of people excluded due to similar responding (another 
possible indicator of lower quality responses), suggesting some mechanisms 
in which data quality may have deteriorated in these studies. However, for 
most studies, we did not have other indicators than item consistency 
(Cronbach’s alpha). In addition, it is possible that the influence of data quality 
differed between studies, so that although the association was in the same di-
rection, the influence was stronger in some studies than in others. In future 
studies, different indicators of data quality may be examined more broadly. 

When it comes to the machine learning models in Paper I, another possible 
limitation is that different models were not assessed beyond how predictors 
were included. It is therefore possible that another type of machine learning 
model (e.g., k-nearest neighbor) might have survived better across situations, 
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although this would need to be examined further. Similarly, although the 
low(er) dimensional models used more psychologically meaningful predic-
tors, they were not directly trained according to some more theoretical account 
of personality. It remains to be explored whether theory-built models or high-
dimensional machine learning models better generalize across situations, or if 
there is some changing middle ground where predictions generalize most read-
ily (where to draw this line may depend on how well-understood the psycho-
logical construct is). Further, we only examined two different situations, and 
only received support for the generalizability of the lower-dimensional models 
one way. It is possible, as discussed in Paper I, that it was particularly condu-
cive for finding more generalizable results, while many other situations might 
not allow equal generalization. It should also be noted that models were quite 
poor overall, judging by the strength of the correlations. The higher-dimen-
sional machine learning models had similar prediction as has been found in 
other such examinations of personality from digital footprints (Azucar et al., 
2018). However, this raises the question of how much prediction that can be 
achieved from such models, and how informative this is for the explanation of 
personality. Still, these models did achieve the highest prediction within do-
main, so this question may depend on to what degree it is possible to explain 
what it is in those models that provide this higher prediction. The easier it is 
to identify strong and central predictors, the more theoretical contribution 
should such models provide. As previously discussed, machine learning meth-
ods may be most informative when they are possible to use in tandem with 
more theory-based testing and modelling, such as when it is possible to parse 
information from such models to inform future theorizing. One way in which 
such models may be used in tandem might be to select different subsets of the 
predictors and examine how strong models than can be achieved with different 
subsets of predictors. Overall, the strongest result from Paper I might be that, 
even when high-dimensional machine learning models of personality can pro-
vide reliable and higher prediction within one situation, this is not a guarantee 
that such results will hold across situations. Our results indicate they may be 
even more vulnerable than low(er) dimensional models, but this should be 
further confirmed in future studies. 

Future Directions 
Future studies may further examine the generalizability of several results 
brought up here. When it comes to the machine learning models of personality, 
one informative procedure might be to examine how far different models can 
generalize, by examining multiple changes in the situation. For example, 
would the personality models trained on Reddit have survived better if they 
were first trained on certain forums, and then applied to others? How does this 
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change when Reddit is changed to another forum, or, as here, to personal es-
says? Different models will likely differ in how far such generalizations can 
be made. It may prove illuminating to examine whether certain types of 
model-building, with different predictors, reliably provide predictions in a 
greater set of situations than others. Such models or predictors may capture 
something more stable in personality expressions. Conversely, examining 
whether certain models or predictors reliably provide additional prediction 
within similar situations may allow a greater understanding of situational in-
teractions with personality. Conjointly, examining to what degree it is possible 
to find such generalizable predictions, compared to more situational predic-
tions, may provide additional information regarding the degree to which per-
sonality is expressed in similar or in different ways across different situations. 

 Regarding the cross-cultural studies, the results of this thesis suggest there 
may exist confounds due to cultural and methodological factors, and this may 
therefore require further corroboration beyond these cross-cultural compari-
sons. If it is possible to find natural experiments, for example with the intro-
duction of gender equality reforms in some populations, then these may prove 
illuminating. This would also be a more direct test of the proposed causal ef-
fects. It may also be informative to further examine how strong and how cen-
tral different perceptions or stereotypes about genders are in different coun-
tries, and how this is associated with gender differences found cross-cultur-
ally, as has been done with math and science (Breda et al., 2020; Miller et al., 
2015). It may also be informative to examine how such perceptions change 
over time, and, for example, with increasing representation of genders in dif-
ferent domains. Additionally, as there may be cultural/methodological factors 
that influence the self-assessments, it could be examined whether the same 
pattern holds with behavioral outcomes. For example, do men and women also 
differ more in different behavioral expressions of extraversion (e.g., frequency 
of socializing, frequency/magnitude of positive affect) in the West compared 
to in other cultures? Similarly, it would be interesting to see how result would 
compare across countries when different populations are tested on instruments 
developed in each cultural context.  

Finally, we have mainly discussed how methodological factors may have 
influenced the results. As discussed in the introduction, however, from a 
broader theoretical perspective, there are different explanation for results also 
beyond such methodological factors. It is possible that Western countries are 
indeed more conducive for larger differences on these variables, although the 
reason for that difference remains to be determined (e.g., innate biological dif-
ferences, social norms and expectations, or a combination of factors). Con-
ducting examinations like the ones above should help parse such different ex-
planations. It remains to be explored to what degree such differences would 
change with changes in, for example, social norms, roles, and representation, 
and whether social factors can be influential enough to make them disappear 
or reverse, or to what degree differences remain. It is possible that this differs 
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depending on the measure. Perhaps average differences in personality, or in 
related developmental factors such as temperament, are indeed more stable 
than other factors such as values and choice of education. If this is the case, 
social norms or perceptions may still affect the size of differences on other 
outcomes, depending on to what degree norms about, for example, different 
fields of education, incorporate the possibility for such diversity. Further, alt-
hough other factors appear more directly connected to larger gender differ-
ences cross-culturally, it is possible that increasing gender equality sometimes 
also has effects in the proposed direction, although this might also be for social 
reasons. For example, if stereotypically feminine traits have been less valued 
than stereotypically masculine ones in society, but women’s political and eco-
nomic representation increases, then this might empower the expression of 
such traits, which might lead to larger differences. However, if norms regard-
ing these traits then become more inclusive both for men and women, the dif-
ference might decrease again. More research is needed to parse to what degree 
such differing factors are influential.  

Conclusions 
In this thesis, it has been examined how machine learning models and psycho-
logical measures that originate from a certain context can deteriorate or show 
different patterns outside of that context. This was true for how models of 
increasing complexity (and higher prediction within domain) showed less ca-
pability of generalizing across domains. As suggested by the results, situations 
can have a strong influence on which predictors come out strongest, and those 
strongest predictors need not hold in other situations. This was also true for 
how patterns of results may differ over time compared to across regions, and 
how comparisons of results across countries can be affected by cultural/meth-
odological factors. As discussed in the beginning of this thesis the common 
thread has been in examining how such situational specificity, compared to 
greater universality, of psychological measures and models may affect com-
parisons across contexts, and require additional consideration. Such possible 
complications should not be a hindrance to a broader exploration of results, 
but rather prove the usefulness of attempts at validating results in varied ways. 
Whatever the effects of such increased attempts at generalization, whether re-
sults hold up across different assessment situations, whether they do not, or 
whether they provide further nuance to statistical patterns, exploring the gen-
eralizability of results should provide further information for psychological 
theorizing. The question of the generalizability of psychological results is far 
too broad to be fully addressed in this thesis. However, hopefully, the papers 
and discussion provided here may offer some part in that conversation. 
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